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THE TYGART AT
When I think of Arden I always think of
summer. I guess that's because we usually
paddle there on those balmy days of June
and July, when everytlung else is just too
scrappy to bear.
Located near the bottom of the Tygart
watershed, just above the lake, the river at
Arden is wide and deep, with long turgid
pools separating a hodge-podge of rapids
that are kind of hard to describe. Some are
open and affable, with plenty of places to
play, but others are, dependmg on the
level, kind of mean... with peculiar and
menacing waterfalls, undercuts and siphons.
The Tygart at Arden is a lot like Alice's
Restaurant; you can
anytlung you want.
You can have a good time. Or you can get
into trouble.
The same could be said about the
scene along the river. The Tygart at Arden
does not flow through a State or National
Park, or an officially designated Recreation

IIKING, BIKING
OUTDOOR CLOTHING

UJRIT€ OR PHONE FOR OUR
FREE DISCOUNT CRTRLOG
Eureka. Jansport, Sierra Designs,
Slumberjack, Cannondale, Peak 1,
Chouinard. M a , Optimus, Lowe,
Woolrich. Columbia

Area. In fact, I don't know who owns the
banks of the river. I do know that no one
seems to control them. You can just
about anything you want at Arden.
On hot summer days, Arden is a busy
place. There are cars parked all along the
gravel road that parallels the river. But
somehow there always seems to be space
for one more. There is room for the motorcycles, ATVs and hot rods that roar up and
down the road as well.
Old fishermen squat at the water's
edge, drinkmg beer. They never seem to
catch much, but they don't seem to mind.
Families set up tents beside the pools,
roasting corn and barbecuing hamburgers,
while their children wade in the tepid water. Sometimes there are ropes danglmg
from the trees. Young daredevils use these
to swing way out over the river, and then,
with savage howls and warcries, they drop.
Sometimes they even manage a flip or two
before they bellysmack into the water.
Even the sound of it hurts.

The teenagers and young adults listen
to rock and roll on the big flat boulders
around Moat's Falls. This is a spectacular
spot, though some would argue that all the
graffiti that has been painted onto the
rocks during the past century spoils the
ambience.
I generally despise graffiti. But... in the
case of Arden... I'm not so sure. You see,
Arden is different...
I have seen fistfights at Arden lots of
t i e s . Most of these melees occur in the vicinity of the falls. Often one brawler is a local kid and the other a student at the
nearby college. But not always. Sometimes
women duke it out too.
If you were of a mind, you could get
into a fight there. You probably wouldn't
get hurt too badly; no one ever seems to.
Mostly because the scrappers are too
damned drunk to do much harm.
Sunbatlung is real popular at Arden as
well. Sometimes, if you spin into an eddy
real quietly, you can catch a gander at
some naked folks, stretched out on the
rocks, baslung in the sun. And, if you
run your shuttle late in the evening, when
the sun is gone and the moon is full and
high, you can see naked people doing a lot
more than baslung on those same rocks. I'll
bet that over the years, hundreds, if not
thousands, of hot blooded young'uns have
seen the bear for the first time along the
Tygart at Arden.
But you can do a lot more after dark
then just that. Stick around. No one is going to chase you out at sunset.
You can toss cheny bombs at your unsuspecting buddy's feet and watch him
dance. Shoot bottle rockets out over the
river. Toast weenies and marshmallows
over a driftwood f r e and get so plastered
that you can't stand up. Just be careful not
to tumble into the Tygart and drown.
Oh, once in a great while tlungs really
get out of hand. Like on the Fourth of July
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a few years ago. Folks got so rambunctious
that the state cops crashed the party. That
particular fandango actually merited a
mention in USA Today!
But mostly the cops steer clear of
Arden. I guess that's because most of the
time the folks hanging out there are decent, good natured people who just want to
have some fun.
Of course you won't find any squeaky
clean restrooms and change houses at
Arden. Fact is, there aren't any facilities at
all. No parlung lots, paved or otherwise.
No fancy designated put-ins or take-outs.
So be careful to stay out of the poison ivy
on your way to and from the river.
And there aren't any lifeguards or
sandy beaches. So if you take your kiddies,
keep an eye on them. And, if you decide to
take a dip yourself, don't tramp on any broken glass.
If you go to Arden, be careful.
Arden ain't no place for sissies. At
Arden, you have to take care of yourself.
So, if you like your rivers safe and secure and sanitary and regimented and
regulated, you'd best head someplace else.
Someplace like the Yough at Ohiopyle
State Park. Or the New at Cunard. Those
places have all the amenities. And they've
got rangers there to make sure you have
the right kind of fun in the right way. To
make sure you don't get into any trouble.
Some folks like all of that.
But not everyone.
Lately I've been hearing a lot of complaints about what is going down at those
safe and secure, regulated rivers. Some
folks are reminiscing about the good old
days. Remembering how t h q s used to be.
Before the Yough and the New got saved.
Some folks wish it could be that way again.
The way it was when the Yough at
Ohiopyle and the New at Cunard were a lot
like the Tygart is at Arden now.
A place where you can drink beer

while you fish, or swing way out over the
river before you let go, or build a driftwood
f r e and sleep by the water's edge, or pick a
f a t , or shoot bottle rockets into the midnight sky, or paddle over the falls, or see
the bear for the first time in the moonlight
on the rocks.
Maybe Joni Mitchell was right. Sometimes something does get lost when
something's gained.
Sure, I know time only flows in one direction. And I know you can't buck
progress. And I suppose there is a need for
orderly, prissy, clean rivers like the Yough
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information and education about
whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and equipment.

The American
Whitewater
AfEliation

CONSERVATION: AWA maintains
a complete national inventory of
whitewater rivers, monitors threats to
those rivers, publishes information on
river conservation, provides technical
advice to local groups, works with government agencies, and -when necessary - takes legal action to prevent
river abuse.

Our mission is to conserve
America's whitewater resources
and to enhance opportunities to
safely enjoy them.
The American Whitewater
Aftiliation (AWA) is a national
organization with a membership
of over 3000 individual
whitewater boating enthusiasts
and more than 100 local
paddling club affiliates.
EDUCATION: Through publication
of the magazine, American Whitewater,
and by other means, the AWA provides

EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting
events, contests and festivals to raise
funds for river conservation, includmg
the Ocoee Whitewater Rodeo in Tennessee and the annual Gauley River
Festival in West Virginia, the largest
gathering of whitewater boaters in the
nation.

I

SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling
safety, publishes reports on whitewater
accidents, and maintains both a uni-

form national ranking system for
whitewater rivers (the International
Scale of Whitewater Difficulty) as well
as an internationally recognized
whitewater safety code.
RIVER ACCESS: To assure public
access to whtewater rivers AWA arranges for river access through private
lands by negotiation or purchase, seeks
to protect the nght of public passage
on all rivers and streams navigable by
kayak or canoe, and resists unjustified
restrictions on government-managed
whitewater rivers.
AWA was incorporated under Missouri non-profit corporation laws in
1961 and maintains its principal mailing address at PO Box 85, Phoenicia,
NY 12464. The phone number is 9 1 4
688-5569. AWA is tax exempt under
section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
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Featuring q u a l i t y p r o d u c t s f r o m
Perceptton, Aquoterra, Extrasport,
Voyageurs, Pociftc Water Sports, Blue
Puma, Body Glove, Werner and more.
Write far our FREE Catolog of River Gear.
Deolers: Ask about our Rescue Bogs,
Sprayskirts, and Pogies.
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WILDWATER DESIGNS

230 PENLLYN PIKE. PENLLYN, PA 19422
215-646-5034

Editor:

I would like to congratulate
the authors of AWA's Public
Access Policy (MarchtApril
1993) for putting together a
complicated series of issues.
However, there are a couple of
items that I think should be reexamined.
First, I was surprised at the
extremely deferential attitude
exhibited toward commercial
outfitters. The article states
that permit allocation systems
should be adjusted to better reflect private versus commercial
demand, but "only if they allow
commercial rafting industries
to operate successful and
stable business operations". I
think the AWA has it backward.
The 1916 act establishing the
US. National Park Service
states that commercial operations shall be permitted in national parks, but only if they do
not interfere with free access
by the public. A policy that
states that changes will be
made only if they are acceptable to outfitters is a sure-fire
recipe for doing nothing.
Second, I believe the AWA
article gives an inaccurate
analysis of a very important legal case that grants rights to
private boaters, Wilderness
Public Rights Fund v. Kleppe
(1979). The action, on appeal,
was brought by private boaters
against the park service over an
allegedly unfair river permit allocation system on the Grand
Canyon. The AWA article
states that the case upholds an
allocation system that requires
a 10 year wait to obtain a private permit while commercial
customers can hop on the river
at short notice. In fact, though
the court ruled that split allocations are not inherently unfair,
it stated that allocations must
be "fairly made pursuant to appropriate standards." The court
denied the plaintiffs appeal,
but only because the park service adjusted its allocations
while the case was in progress,
from granting 8 percent of user

days to private boaters to
granting them 30 percent of
user days. The court concluded that the system had
been made fair. Since then,
private demand has become
even higher relative to commercial demand. Under the
statements set forth by Kleppe,
the permit allocation system at
the Grand Canyon must again
be adjusted to reflect current
demand.
Thank you for providing me
an opportunity to share my
views.
Sincerely.
Greg Moore
NORSJ Currents Magazine
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Greg has taken AWA to the
woodshed regardmg two statements in our new Access
Policy: first, the "extremely
deferential attitude" we exhibited toward commercial river
outfitters and second, our rnisinterpretation of the Grand
Canyon quota case (Widemess
Public Rights Fund v Kleppe).
In disavowing plans to "undermine the viability of commercial operations", AWA did
try to calm the nerves of commercial outfitters. We felt that
when you share a cage with a
500 pound gorilla, you might be
wise to smile and mutter a few
soothing words.
River access is THE MOST
critical current concern for
whitewater boaters. To improve our access opportunities,
private boaters need to recognize the legitimate concerns
(and even the paranoid fears)
of landowners, Federal and
State agencies, and outfitters.
Recent writings by representatives of commercial outfitters
indicate that some in that community are extremely jittery
about "freedom of choice" and
other open access schemes. In
this climate, we may make
more progress toward solving
our access problems by adoptAmerican Whitewater

ing a non-confrontational approach than by going in with
our pea shooters blazing.
We have little to lose in
adopting a more accomodating
approach. So far, we have not
gained much ground when our
tactics are perceived by others
as confrontational.
AWNSaccess committee is
a lot less happy with the decision in the Kleppe case than
Greg seems to be.
The court in that case ratified the Park Service's split allocation system on the Grand
Canyon, rejecting private
boater arguments on almost every point.
Fundamentally, the judge
trashed private boaters on the
central issue in the case, the
use of split allocations. Private
boaters argued that split allocation systems (dividing use between guided and unguided
trips) violated Federal laws designed to prevent excessive
commercialization of national
parks and provide for public
enjoyment and use. This was a
sound and reasonable argument. Yet despite very supportive language in the Park Service Organic Act and the Concessions Policy Act, the court
refused to question the concept of split allocations.
This decision has left noncommercial boaters saddled
with a regulatory system on
Federally managed rivers
which will never be fair to noncommercial boaters unless the
managing agency is willing
(and has the political power) to
make frequent quota adjustments. Given the natural inertia
of bureaucracies,and given the
political power - and money of concessionaires, this will always be an uphill battle.
Greg notes that the Park
Service dodged a bullet by
changmg the allocation numbers while the Kleppe case was
pendmg, thereby making the
old 8%private allocation issue
moot. This was not a victory for
private boaters. The court simply ducked the issue of quota
fairness, saying that the quota
numbers attacked by private
boaters were no longer relevant. It was back to square
one for private boaters on the
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issue of the fairness of the
quota numbers.
Greg is encouraged by a
statement by the judge that
user day allocations between
private and commercial boaters
should not be "arbitrary". However, this auspicious remark
was completely undercut by
the judge's warnings about the
"presumption" favoring Federal
river managers' decisions. He
suggested that courts should
not second guess a river
manager's decision if it has any
shred of rationality. Under this
noxious theory, private boaters
would have to prove a park service rule to be totally outlandish and grossly irrational before
a court would invalidate it!
Adding insult to injury,
judge in Kleppe gratuitously
mentioned that, in the interests
of safety, Federal river managers could even impose more
burdensome regulations on private boaters than on outfitters
if they so desired!
The bottom line, Greg, is
that we don't hold any grudges
against commercial outfitters,
but that Kleppe decision was a
real train wreck.
Editor's note: Pope Barrow is a well known river
preservationist and a recipient of th,ePerception River
Coservatwn Award. He is
also a member of the AWA
Board of Directors and a
principal author of the AWA
Access Policy.

Dear Editor:
A Modest Proposal Conzerning User Fees on the
Yough
In truth, I have no basic obection to user fees on rivers.
While there is no doubt that
xeservation of wild and natural areas (such as river corriclors) is a legitimate public pur3ose (since even if they were
lot used for recreational pur>oses,the general public would

LETTERS
still benefit), it is not unreasonable to expect users to bear a
portion of the cost through
user fees. This has long been
an accepted principal in game
and fish management at both
the national and state level.
However, in the case of the
Yough, the management
agency has created an administrative overhead (which has
little or nothmg to do with hard
boater use of the river), but
which is designed primarily to
generate revenue for the management agency through encouraging overuse of the resource by commercial and private rafters. It is patently obvious that the quality of the recreation experience is being
drastically degraded by this
overuse.
On one of my infrequent
trips to the Yough last summer
I realized that as I paddled
down the river there was a continuous stream of rafts; each
group of fifteen to twenty rafts

being followed immediately by
another identical group. I was
strongly reminded by the similarity to the "River Raft" rides
that operate in amusement
parks. Frankly, this similarity
is disgusting. (I have no objection to amusement park rides.
These are man-made facilities
operated by private for-profit
corporations and generally are
not degrading important natural resources. Indeed, this is
the most appropriate means of
providmg this type of recreational experience.) At the
same time hard boaters are being harassed and driven from
the river by idiotic and unnecessary regulations and quotas
from the Pennsylvania Parks
Department.
I am told that Ohiopyle
State Park is one of only two in
the Pennsylvania Park system
that makes a profit. I will submit that the primary purpose of
a public resource management
agency is to provide multi-use

management consistent with
long term protection of the
quality of the resource, not to
make a profit. There are plenty
of private companies that could
degrade the resource while
maximizing profits. Thus, the
Pennsylvania Parks Department has created a never ending spiral of costs and revenues
encouraging overuse of the
natural resource.
It would be very simple to
break this cycle while at the
same time increasing the quality of the outdoor recreation
experience of the users. The
largest variable cost items in an
operation such as this are personnel costs- salaries, health insurance, social security, pensions, vacations, etc. It doesn't
take a rocket scientist to figure
out the solution: get rid of the
rangers at the put-in, the reservation clerks, and the bus drivers at the take-out. This will
also eliminate associated costs
such as vehicles, building main-
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tenance, video equipment, etc.
The immediate question is
"How do we prevent overuse
then?" Again the answer is
simple: eliminate the bus
shuttle at the take-out and lock
the gate at the top parkmg
area. Boaters, includmg
rafters, who did not want to
carry their boats up the trail,
could use a cart to transport
them. The carts could be
rented from a concessionaire.
(Of course, many individuals
already own carts of this sort.)
This would effectively
eliminate a significant percentage of the operating costs and
would ration the use of the
river at the same time. The
rafting companies would still
make money by providmg a
quality experience for which
they could, of course, charge
more per person. This approach works pretty well on
the Chatooga River, where the
number of raftmg customers
per day is strictly restricted.
With a reasonable management system such as this I
would have no objections to
paying a user fee to maintain
parkmg lots, roads, etc. This
approach would not require
having a ranger stand full time
at the put-in to collect money.
A self serve reservation system
could be used similar to many
U.S. Forest Service Campgrounds. If necessary, random
inspections at the take-out and
stiff fines could be used to deter cheaters. Generally, management studies indicate that
the revenue lost to cheaters is
less than the incremental costs
of collecting the revenues.
We as hard boaters must
come to the realization that the
rafting companies are not our
allies. They are not interested
in maintaining environmental
quality or providmg a quality
outdoor recreation experience
to their customers. Their sole
goal is to maximize the number
of customers they can put on
the river every day in order to
increase their profits. We must
start to lobby to restrict their
overuse and misuse of river resources before they drive hard
boaters off other rivers, just
like they are doing on the
Yough. For example, the New
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River Gorge is rapidly becoming almost as crowded as the
Yough.
In many cases hard boaters
are partially to blame. Often,
because we are too lazy to
carry our boats a little ways or
to paddle a little flat water, we
have encouraged the building
of new intermediate access
points. All this does is encourage overuse by rafting companies, who now can get their
trips on and off the river faster
so they can m more trips with
more customers in a day.
I feel little or no affinity
with either the rafting companies or their customers. They
are not there for the same reasons that I am - enjoying a day's
exercise in a natural area in an
unobtrusive a manner as possible. The former are there to
make a profit: as for their customers, I can only assume their
objectives are to get drunk and

make noise all night. Why
don't they do that at home and
save the drive? The answer is
because the police would not
put up with their rowdyism at
home.
If we (the hard boaters)
think that the rafting companies and their customers are
going to help us protect natural
resources from mismanagement, then we are not only
crazy, but stupid as well. It
seems to me that we are saving
rivers from the Corps of Engineers only to let the management agencies and the rafting
companies destroy the values
we sought to save.
In the past I have been labelled an "elitist" or "extremist". I accept these labels
readily. I will partially resist
the temptation to paraphrase
Barry Goldwater's comment
about extremism. In this case I
don't believe it is a vice. We

Ken Kastorff
and
Endless River
Adventures
presents

C O S T A R l C A WHITEWATER '93
Quality Kayak trips for the Adventure Traveler
Trips tailored to 5 -7 paddlers
Nights spent relaxing in comfortable hotels
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Itineraries designed for maximum group paddling experience
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July 17 - 24 Advanced "New This Year"
July 24 - 31 Intermediate "New This Year"
Oct 23 - 30 Expert
Oct 16 - 23 Advanced
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Nov 13 - 20 Couples
Nov 27 - Dec 3 Intermediate
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Tell FAX (704) 4884199
P.O. Box 246, Bryson City, NC 28713
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need to recognize that
whitewater boating is not a
sport for the masses. If boaters
don't want to spend some energy to carry their boats or
paddle a little flat water to protect the quality of the experience, then they should take up
golf so they can have a motorized cart in which to ride
around. If I have offended anyone by this time, too bad.
Hopefully, I will make a few
people think and act.
As always,
Dave Ganity
Silver Springs, Maryland

Editor's note: Dave
Garrity has been paddling
whitewater for over twenty
years. He started out paddling a 17 foot Grumman,
and currently paddles C-1, C2 and K-1. He has also
worked as a commercial raft
guide. (Though, after this,
I'm not sure he'll be asked to
do that anymore!)

Dear Sir,
I have been an AWA member for about three years and
have a stack of the Journal two
feet hgh.
I am also a class 2-3 paddler and probably will never advance to more than that. Many
of your readers and supporters
probably fit into my league.
Once in a while something
less than class 5 water should
be featured in script as well as
in photos.
Certainly some grand rivers
that are only class 1 , 2 and 3
are of interest to us from an
ecologic and recreational viewpoint.
Please consider my concerns.
Sincerely,
Frank Forte, M.D.
Englewood, N.J.

Editors reply:
I agree with you 100%.
Whenever I write features on
large river systems... ie. the
Tygart, San Juan and
Clearwater... I try to include
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sections on the easier, but
worthwhile, runs that lie
within the watershed.
We would like to publish
more articles pertaining to
class 2 and 9 water, but we
rarely receive any appropriate submissions. Most of our
contributors are class 4 and
5 boaters; it seems unlikely
that they will suddenly start
to write about class 2
stream.
I'm hoping that those of
you who paddle the easier
stuffwill take this hint, sit
down in front of your keyboards, and fire away. Don't
forget to include some good
photos. We really aren't a
bunch of hair boating elitists,
and we don't want to exclude
any whitewater boaters from
the AWA or the wmgazine.

Dear Editor:
I am compelled to comment
on your mention of the Birmingham Canoe Club in the
Jan/Feb issue, with their effort
during National River Cleanup
Week. Ultimately, over a dozen
organizations participated,
creating a significant combined
collaboration. These groups included Friends of the Locust
Fork, Bama Backpaddlers Association, Boy Scouts of
America, Chaba River Society,
Students for a Better Earth
(UAB), Friends of the Little
River, Birrmngham Southern
Conservancy, the Sierra Club,
Gunwale Grabbers Canoe Club,
WAPI 1-95 radio station,
Brunos's, Buffalo Rock, and
many concerned, active individuals, all of whom generously
donated their time, labor and
goods, and deserve cornrnendation for their contributions.
Merely being a "politically
proper" organization (one
which is an AWA affiliate who
can also boast the membership
of 2 of the worst environmental
U.S. Senators) should not be
the sole qualification for recognition. The eight BCC members you pictured in your article are a mere portion of the
100 participants statewide. It is

encouraging to smaller,
struggling groups to receive
acknowledgement for their
hard labor. A more comprehensive reference to the
Alabama effort which we
named Project AWARE (actively worlung along river
environments) would have
been appreciated by discouraged, disheartened and
frustrated cleaners who
learned the hard way about
the pitfalls of political environmentalism.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Taylor
Birrrungham,AL.

Editor's reply:
We appreciate the efforts of everyone involved
in river cleanups and we
try to give credit where
credit is due. Believe me,

Durable
Handcrafted
Well Balanced
High Performance

Slalom
Wildwater
Sea Touring
Squirt Paddles

there was no secret political agenda here. The
BCC group received
coverage because someone in their organization took the time to
send us a photo and
press release. Ifother
members of the AWARE
consortium had submitted similar i n f o m tion, they would have
received similar attention. We do not have a
professianal s h f fto
travel around the c a n try a cover these events.
So, we must rely on information submitted to
us by the participants.
At any rate, thanks
to e v g y who helped
in the National River
Cleanup.

\
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Viking, Swift, Tango and Vagabond.
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Our SEDA accessories include Coast Guard approved lifevests,
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LETTERS
tation of what constitutes commercial use
and navigability of our public streams and
rivers.
Dear Eclitor:
It was with great interest that I read
AWA's official policy statement on "Public
Access to Rivers and Streams for Recreational Boating". I would like to bring to
the attention of the AWA and boating community one other bit of legal ammunition
for fighting (and winning!) river access
battles. That would be State of Alaska v.
ehtna. Inc., 891 F.2d 1401 (9th Cir. 1989).
This is a landmark case in the definition
of navigable waterways and state ownership of riverbeds under the strict Federal
requirements.
is the first Federal
court mhng to acknowledge that present
day commercial recreational rafting and canoeing on a river provide conclusive evidence of navigability.
The court determined that the present
commercial use of the Gulkana River in
Alaska provided conclusive evidence of the
river's susceptibility for commercial use at
the time of statehood. A river's susceptibility for commercial use at the time of statehood is the critical requirement for meeting
the strict Federal navigability standard.
The present commercial use on the
Gulkana consisted of guided fishing and
sightseeing trips in small motorboats, inflatable rafts and canoes. Since the river
was susceptible to use as a highway for
commerce, title to the submerged lands
passed to Alaska at the time of statehood,
regardless of actual use of the river at that
time. Such use does not have to be without
difficulty, extensive or long and continuous. It was not essential that the use involve the transportation of water-bourn
freight by carrier whose purpose was to
make money from transportation. In this
case, the river's physical characteristics
had also remained unchanged since statehood and hence, had no bearing on the
navigability question.
The ramifications of this case are most
important for the boating public interested
in keeping waterways open for public use.
In short, any river of stream which supports commercial floating is a navigable
river under the strict Federal standards.
This appellate decision is the law in those
states served by the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals (Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California and Nevada) and serves as valuable
legal precedent elsewhere. The US. Supreme Court has refused to consider this
case, so the decision stands. This is not to
say that future battles over river access will
not have to be fought. The navigability
question is answered on a case by case basis in courts of law.
At last we have a modern-day interpre-

Ron Rogers
6827 Creekside St.
Red-,
CA. 96001

Dear Editor,
There was a break-in on the night of
June 14th at the River Store located in Lotus, CA on the South Fork of the American
River. Plefase call Susan Debret at the
River Store, (916) 626-3435 if you have
any clues. A small reward is offered if the
information leads to the arrest. Among the
many missing items are:
1. new white Piroutte S with black writing and yellow trim and seat
2, three Prijon paddles, with aluminum
shafts and vinyl grips
3. five orange Stems life vests
4. d o t of T-shirts, sizes small and large
5. some shorts, sizes small and large
6. numerous paddle jackets
7. two Kokotat drysuits
8. a case of RayBan sunglasses
Susan Debret has been a strong supporter of the river community over the
years, and has devoted many hours to negotiating the river access issues at Marshall
Gold State Park, running the American
River Festival, and raising money for the
American River Land Trust. Please call her
if you know anything!
Sincerely, Susan Scheufele
Conservation Chair,
Loma Prieta Paddlers

Dear Editor:
Some of us "lay" boaters have an argument going over the term "boof'. Points of
view vary from the activity of a nauseous
boater viewing a nasty drop to the sound
emitted from the base of a waterfall as a
boat lands at too flat an angle. A ''pro"
Aims it means to peal off a rock using the
upstream pillow, but that's not obvious
from some of the pictures and captions in
4merican Whitewater .... It is high time to
iefine the term and explain its origin. Actually, a short glossary with terms such as
'boof" and "piton"... would be appreciated.
Steve Groves

American Whitewater
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b y Charlie Walbridge
Paddling is a shared adventure, and
what you do individually often effects everyone. Boating with various collections of
paddlers over the years has taught me that
some thmgs people do are easy to be with,
while others drive everyone crazy. Here are
a few hints to make river running better for
everyone.
1) MAINTAIN GOOD SPACING. Have
you ever tried to run down the river with
someone paddling right behind you? You
can't get rid of them, and you know that if
you make a mistake that person is going to
hit you. Tailgating may not be as dangerous
on the rivers as on the highways, but it's
equally annoying. Give your fellow boaters
plenty of room.
If you find yourself creeping up on
someone, you have two choices. One is to
grab an eddy. This quickly restores the
right spacing, but you may get passed by
the people behind you. The other is to pass
the person ahead of you, but this should
only be done in flat water or easy rapids
with multiple passages. There's nothing
more disconcerting than finding out, in the
midst of a hard drop, that you have to avoid
people in addition to riverine obstacles.
I still recall one particularly harrowing
instance of this on the Russell Fork some
time ago. A friend of mine was entering one
of the harder drops when he was passed
and cut off by a fellow who had been hot on
his tail all day. His concentration broken,
he was shoved into an unsavory chute
where he flipped and swam. Part of his
swim went under some large rocks. It was a
very near miss which could have been
avoided had the other boater been a bit
more patient.
2) KEEP THE GROUP TOGETHER.
Each person should watch the boater behind them. If no one appears, catch an
eddy and wait. Usually this gives the trailing paddler enough time to catch up. If you
have to wait more than a few moments, the
group will notice. Each boater will stop in
turn, keeping the group compact. If someone fails to appear, you can move upstream
to investigate, secure in the knowledge that
the group will not be split up because of
your actions.

SAFETY
tween eddies, scouting portions of a rapid
from each one. Keep the capacity of these
resting spots in mind. If the eddy ahead is
small and already occupied, stay where you
are! When the person ahead moves on, you
can continue. This requires patience, but if
done properly your actions will be passed
upstream, slowing the entire group as you
move through a difficult spot. If there's any
question, you can communicate by hand
signals, but don't just come crashmg down.
Paddlers who plan to sit in an eddy for
a while should make it easier for others to
get in and out. Don't sit on the eddyline or
in the heart of the eddy where you block
access. Move out of these choice spots to
more out-of-the way locations. Near the
shore in a side-eddy or up close to the rock
which diverts the water are both good
choices. Watch how people enter an eddy,
and place yourself accordingly.

One of the most frustrating thugs to
have happen is for one member of a party
to leave without telling anyone. I still remember a day on the Gauley when one individual failed to appear at the bottom of
Screaming Hell rapid. We stopped and
waited. Several people remembered seeing
him at the top of the drop. The next step
was to search upstream; this turned up
nothing. Boaters coming downstream
hadn't seen him. After 45 minutes or so a
friend of his in another group said that our
missing paddler gone off by himself before.
We later learned that he felt that we were
going "too slow". Since this was the last
rapid, he moved on. We would have gone a
lot faster had he let us know! Even if
you're just stopping to dump water from
your boat or answer nature's call, advising
someone can save a lot of grief.

3) DONT OVERSTUFF EDDIES.
Catching a small eddy above a big drop is
one of the pleasant challenges of steep
creeking. That pleasure can turn to panic if
several other boats slam into the same
eddy! Not only is the crowding unnerving
in itself, but it can make leaving the eddy
under control almost impossible. Often the
last arrival, who knows the least about
what lies below, is forced to lead. Or
worse, someone will come down, find the
eddy full, and run the drop completely
blind.
When moving downstream, paddlers
are advised to keep one sure eddy in sight
so that they can stop if needed. As the gradient steepens, paddlers begin to run be-

4) LEAD WITH SENSITMTY. Some
groups appoint an official "leader", but
with many recreational parties the lead
passes casually between party members.
Either wav. each time the verson in front
approaches a rapid, decisions must be
made. Do you run the rapid head on? Do
you gather the group in an eddy and discuss your options? Do you scout? How
you'll proceed depends on the strength of
the entire group, not just the lead boater. A
rapid you may feel comfortable running
blind may need to be scouted by weaker
members of the group. So you stop and
scout; to do otherwise invites trouble and
sets up time-consuming rescues.
5) AVOID THE "SCOUT AND WATCH"
GAME: Scouting is required on many difficult rivers. If time is short, don't play the
incredibly time consuming "scout and
watch" game. It's easy to fall into. Everyone gets out to look at the rapid. Then one
person goes back to run while everyone
else watches. Then another person runs
while the rest watch, and so on. One group
I was with followed this procedure to a T,
and took a full hour to clear the top ledge
on the Tygart Gorge! There is an alternative. Everyone scouts, decides on a course
of action, then immediately goes back to
their boats to run or carry. The time saved
allows your group to cover more distance,
or leaves more time for play.

6) KEEP WEAK PADDLERS NEAR
THE FRONT: Picture this scenario: you've
put a less experienced paddler near the
front, where there are people upstream
and downstream to help. The river steepens, and your weak paddler grabs an eddy.
Stronger, more aggressive boaters continue on downstream. Before you know it,
American Whitewater

;he weak boater is bringing up the rear.
l'his is a vulnerable position. If they have
rouble, their absence is harder to notice.
3elp must come from downstream if they
lave trouble, and will be slower in coming.
Keeping a new paddler towards the front
"equiressensitivity and patience, but it's
~ o r t doing.
h

7) WORK TOGETHER ON SIMPLE
RESCUES: How many times have you seen
3 simple boat rescue turn into a free-for
ilI?
Everyone converges on a boat or a
piece of gear, pushing and p u h g from all
sides. Even if the victim doesn't get run
wer, the whole thing takes more time and
mergy than it should. Remember these ba3ic rules for rescuing floating boats.
A) If the idea is to get the boat to
shore, everyone needs to push on one side.
[f you're between the boat and the shore,
you're in the way! The place for would-be
rescuers is on the opposite side kom the
best eddy for rescue so they can ferry
out and push the boat home in a slngle
motion. NEVER push on
the opposite side from everyone else!
B) Once everyone is working on the
same side, first line the boat up parallel to
the current. Then push the upstream end
in
the direction you want to go. This creates a ferry angle, and
the current helps push the boat to
shore. If you're helping
to maintain the ferry angle and augment
the push, great. But
all to often someone comes crashing
into the stem of the
free-floating
boat. The stern goes in, the bow goes out,
blowing the ferry angle and screwing up
the rescue. If you can't End a place to
push, move below and stand ready to assist later if necessary.
C) Talk to each other. If a person,
paddle, and boat are free-floating it makes
sense to have one person to deal with each
problem. If you're trying to get a boat to
shore and a new
person arrives, tell them what you want
them to do. Say "I've
got the boat" or "go get the paddle".
Even "move, you're in
the way" can be helpful.
These guidelines are designed to take
the hassle out of paddling. Use them and
enjoy!

CHARLIE WALBRIDGE

Rahall Sponsors W.V. River Legislation in U.S. House
New, Gauley and Elk Would Benefit
U.S. Rep. Nick J. Rahall, a Democratic
from southern West Virginia, recently introduced legislation to protect certain nationally significant rivers within the Mountain
State.
The centerpiece of the West Virginia
Rivers Conservation Act of 1993 is the proposed establishment of a 14.5 mile Upper
New Wild and Scenic River on the segment
of the New River between the state line and
Bluestone Lake in Summers County. The
area that would be effected is already in
federal ownership. Under Rahall's proposal,
the area would continue to be administered
by the State of West Virginia as a wildlife
management area. At the same time the Upper New would be afforded the same protection afforded free-flowing river segments
under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

"Our goal is to
maintain this
wilderness portion of
the New River and its
immediate environs
like it is, for the
benefit of the public
as a whole," according

of Engineers. However, it still prefers the
route over the New. Rahall has called the
proposal absurd.
RahaU's legislation would also authorize a federal study of a 55 mile segment of
the Elk River, lying primarily in Webster
County. This free flowing segment of river
is known to many West Virginians, but
there has been little official documentation
of its environmental value to date.
Under the bill, the Secretary of the Interior would conduct a study to determine
if the Elk is eligible and suitable for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
System, or as a unit of the National Park
Local interest in designating this section System, in the form of a national river or
of the river Wild and Scenic escalated last
recreation area.
The legislation Rahall introduced
year after the Appalachian Power Company
proposed erecting a 765 kv power line
would also authorize the construction of a
across it to deliver electricity to the eastern visitors' center by the National Park Serseaboard. Responding to concerns of local
vice at Gauley Bridge, where the
confluence of the New and Gauley Rivers
citizens about the line, Rahall introduced
and gained enactment of legislation placing form the Kanawha. It would also require
the Upper New under temporary Federal
that the National Park Service construct a
"study river" protection. Rahall's recent
mid-river access point for private boaters
proposed legislation would make those pro- on the Gauley River. While commercial
tections permanent.
outfitters have developed access points on
"Last year's bill served to put the lock in lands they own within the recreation area,
place. Now it's time to turn the key," Rahall there are no public access points for private boaters and fishermen on this segsaid recently.
ment of the Gauley.
The power company has since filed an
alternate route with the West Virginia Pub"Providmg public access to the Gauley
lic Service Commission, one that would take River is one of the most pressing issues
the line across Bluestone Lake, on lands
facing the recreation area. We will never
recognize all of the benefits this outstandand waters owned by the US. Army Corps
American Whitewater
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ing river resource has to offer unless fish-

ermen and private boaters are provided
with a public access point in the middle
segment of the river," Rahall observed.
Finally, Rahall's bill would also make
boundary modifications to the New River
Gorge National Area, the Gauley River National Recreation ARea and the Bluestone
National Scenic River.
The majority of these modifications involve placing into the park unit's boundary
what are known as property remnants ,
which arise when the park service acquires
a tract of land that is not fully within the
park boundary. The Gauley NRA boundary
would be modified to include Carnifax
Ferry State Park, while the Bluestone
boundary would be modified to include
that portion of Pipestone State Park that
does not already lie within the Scenic River
Corridor. This legislation would not alter
the State's ownership and management of
these state park units.
The last major West Virginia rivers bill
was five years ago, when a Rahall sponsored measure to establish the Gauley
River National Recreation Area and the
Bluestone National Scenic River was enacted into law.
The current proposed legislation, titled
the West Virginia Kvers Conservation Act
of 1993, will be referred to the House Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and
Public Lands. Rahall is a senior member of
that panel..
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AWA.. Working for You!
by Rich Bowers
AWA Conservation Program Director

HYDRO PROGRAM UPDATE
Usually in the political arena
or in the world of corporate negotiation, certain "procedures"
are followed to reach consensus
and compromise. The procedure follows a set strategy:
state your position; meet other
parties; learn their agendas;
and attempt a reasonable
settlement.
For hydropower, this formula is defined and administered by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission - '
FERC. The AWA, and other
conservation/recreation organizations, have subscribed to this
formula to restore rivers
through the current slate of hydroelectric relicensings. The
AWA has stated specific policies on river access, elevated
flow and duration technology,
economic benefits of river recreation, and other policies impacting on the overall river experience. We have met with
river conservation groups, state
and federal agencies, power developers, and others to discuss
concerns and related irnprovements for river recreation.
Relicensing, under any scenario, is equated with change
and new restrictions for hydroelectric generation - and this
means lost income for these
companies and their shareholders (for the 167 new licenses involved with the "Class of 1993",
profits during the next 30 year
term will approach $10 Billion
nationally). To shield this impressive profit line, some companies have begun to circle
their wagons, and dig-in to protect their private holdings.
All of those interested in
protecting or managing river resources, river recreation, or energy conservation are running
up against the same stone wall.

Increasingly, the federal agency
charged with balancing these
interests, the FERC, is also
running head first into this
wall.
The following are examples
of recent tactics, used by hydro
interests to protect the "business as usual" operating routine.
whitewater studies in the
Tallulah Gorge, has suddenly
(on their own) developed testing, surveys, and safety methodology to measure recreation
needs and economic benefits
on this river. (A similar
scheme, also with no input
from recreation experts, is being conducted by Alabama
Power on the Coosa River.
This study has taken 10 years,
is currently in its fourth revision, and has produced no
boating benefits to date).
Facing reductions in revenue due to proposed environmental/ recreational mitigation,
Central Maine Power (CMP)
has threatened to surrender licenses for projects on Moxie
Stream, the Kennebec (Fort
Halifax), Dead (Flagstaff) and
two projects on the Saco River.
This offers FERC the interesting choice of either supporting
a un-profitable dam, or addressing the question of what
happens when these dams are
no longer useful? AWA has requested decommissioning
funds be established for all new
licenses to avoid this exact
situation at other sites, as these
dams become increasingly obsolete or un-economical.
*CMP has also begun developing a new recreation plan for
Indian Pond on the Kennebec.
Unfortunately, this plan is lirn-

American Whitewater

Conservation prigram Director
Rich Bowers investigating the
Nisqually River Bypass in
Washington

ited to impoundment, not
downstream recreation. The
plan does not address the critical issue of free access for boaters. Through relicensing, river
advocates have been pushing
hard for comprehensive and
basin-studies to quantlfy reallife impacts of dams on rivers.

Indian Pond is an example of a
company refusing to thoroughly address even one issue
(access) at one location.
In a May, 1993 letter, the
City of Tacoma (WA) stated
that "the City will not allow
public access to the (Nisqually
River) canyon, regardless of
any Commission order to the
contrary." This constitutes an
outright challenge to the
FERC's mission (under the
Federal Power Act) to balance
developmental and non-developmental uses of the river, as
well as original license terms
and conditions requiring public
access.
The AWA will be working to
correct these issues, to represent boating interests throughout this process, and to protect
and expand all available
whitewater resources in your
area. For more information on
how you can help, or to get additional information on any of
these issues, please call Rich
Bowers at (301)236-0436.
While this issue of Arnerican Whitewater was going to
press, the AWA, along with local clubs and organizations,
participated in the following
studies:

Additional Studies filed, Dead River, ME
I May 24
I May 26-27 Whitewater Study, Tallulah Gorge, GA.
IJune 9
Rescheduled Whitewater Study, Niangua River, MO
IJune 12
Whitewater Study, Moshier Bypass, Raquette River, NY
I June 26
Whitewater Study, Little Quinnesec Falls, WI
I June 26
Whitewater Study, Colton Bypass, Raquette River, NY
I Summer 1993 Boater Surveys on the Pemigewasset River, NH

(Whde the AWA did not participate, a study was conducted May
12-16 on the North Umpqua, OR)
mmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmm

REI-FUNDED NATIONAL RIVERS
COALITION

Since the beginning of 1993,
this coalition, which includes
the AWA, has distributed
$10,000 in seed grants to various river groups, including:
New York Rivers United, South
Yuba River Citizens League
(CA), Greenbrier River WaterJulylAugust
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shed Assoc. (WV).
This year, the coalition is
targeting new giving areas: access, urban, and big initiative
river legislation. For additional
information call Rich Bowers at
(301) 236-0436..

..............................
AWA AT17ENDS NORTHWEST RIVER
RUNNER CONFERENCE

CONSERVATION

A Paddler's Guide to
Whitewater Preservation

Rich Bowers, AWA Conservation Program Director, was in
Portland, Oregon to attend this meeting and to provide a national
perspective on private boater interests. A1 Ainsworth, of the
Northwest Rafters Association developed this conference and presented the keynote address.
by T o m Christopher, Secretary/Director
The purpose of the conference was a "call to arms" for private
boaters to become more organized and a significant player in river
issues. Private river issues which would benefit from this include: New England Flow
agency partnerships and communications, greater political and
When I meet other paddlers the conversation often turns to
user recognition, and a stronger voice for private recreationists.
river conservation and the protection of whitewater resources.
Conference topics covered agency and commercial relations,
Most boaters are passionate about their favorite rivers and are willallocation systems, the issue of river ownership, and boater iming to mount some effort to insure that they will be preserved.
pacts on the resource. Attending were local boaterlriver conserva- This may not be altogether altruistic; often it sterns from the selftion organizations, state and federal agency personnel, commercial ish need for a regular adrenalin fix. But those boaters who develop
interests, and National Organization for River Sports (NORS) repa true commitment to river conservation usually discover that
resentatives.
their education and involvement increases exponentially with
Rich participated in a panel discussion on private boater needs, time. River conservation is a time consuming process that is, at
addressed the problem of resource scarcity, and the need for all
best, a bitch mistress. Not surprisingly, most boaters would rather
river interests to work together. He urged all private boaters to
spend their time s u r f i i a wave or running a class four drop. But,
band together to address increasing access restrictions, and other
fortunately, many boaters recognize that they should make some
major obstacles to the continued growth of paddhg..
contribution to the cause of whitewater conservation.
Frequently boaters tell me that they want to help, but that
they don't know where to start. "What can I do?... What can I contribute?" they ask.
Most established river conservation organizationsalready have
fdl time professional staff members, or they are manned by a small
cadre of committed volunteers who focus their energies on specific
projects. This does not mean that they care more about the rivers
than the average boater; perhaps they just have more expertise or
In April, Rich Bowers, AWA Conservation Program Director,
more time to devote to the cause.
participated in the 43rd Annual National Water Safety Congress
But the efforts of these individuals is not enough. There is still
Seminar in Little Rock, Arkansas. Attendees included approxia crying need for grass-roots river activism all over the country.
mately 300 local, state, and federal agencies (includmg the FedLocal paddling clubs and individual boaters can be very effective in
eral Energy Regulatory Commission and the Army Corps of Engid e a h g with access issues and hydropower relicensing. Here are
neers), US. Coast Guard representatives, and numerous hydrosome tactical suggestions, born of my experiences, that should
electric developers.
prove useful.
Historically, the Congress has only addressed traditional - upstream recreation such as fishing, swimming and boating opportunities. Rich presented the message that downstream recreation
has become a fact of life. Specifically, Rich spoke to new concerns Follow the Legal Notices
Readmg the legal notices is probably the most important step
associated with high risk sports such as: changes in participant
skill levels, evolution of safety training methods, and safety consid- that any paddler can take in protecting their local river resources.
Every community in the United States that is served by a newspaerations (for whitewater, the traditional concerns over alcohol
per has, near the back of their paper, a section entitled "Legal Noabuse and missing PFD's have been largely replaced by advanced
medical training and wilderness evacuation techniques - a new de- tices". These contain a wealth of information, including foreclosures, estate settlements, construction projects out for public bid,
gree of commitment for recreationists).
and,
most importantly, public notification of projects that might
Rich presented to the Water Safety Congress a case history on
endanger the environment. These announcements might, for inliability and safety issues regarding recreation at hydroelectric
projects. As this study shows, there is no (AWA) known record of stance, include the construction of roads or bridges that would alter a river, the draining of the wetlands that constitute a river's
a boater bringing suit against a hydro operator for either downheadwaters, F.E.R.C. applications for hydropower projects, and
stream recreational flow releases, or from site specific accidents.
the construction of residential or commercial projects that would
This study describes the growth of whitewater paddling, details
inevitably become sources of pollution to a river system.
the existing 44 state recreational statutes which offer protection
from liability (as long as free access is guaranteed), examines the
assum~tionof risk doctrine and proof of nedigence. This study
Public Hearings
briefly touches on the access fee issue, evaluated flow liability, and
By readmg the legal notices you may discover that a public
warnings.
hearing has been slated by the proponent of a specific project.
Copies of this case study can be obtained from Rich Bowers at
The purpose of these meetingsis to discuss the impact that
(301) 236-0436. Next year's Water Safety Congress will take a
project will have upon the community and the environment. If you
even closer look at whitewater recreation, with major input from
are
concerned about the project, attend these meetings and be
the AWA..

A Grassroots Primer

.............................
AWA REPRESENTS WHITEWATER
INTERESTS AT RECENT DAM
SAFETY CONFERENCE.
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prepared to ask a lot of questions.
At most of these hearings the projects will be presented by
engineers armed with slick, fancy presentations featuring all manner of visual aids: graphics, charts and models. Evaluate these
critically and ask intelligent questions about matters that are not
clear to you. The promoters may try to gloss over subjects that
should be of concern to you. The project's proponents may be well
prepared and have appropriate answers to your questions; but if
they are sketchy or vague, don't let them off the hook. Be prepared to have a lengthy discussion if necessary. If they try to divert your attention or change the subject, be suspicious; the
project may be questionable.
If the proponents of a project say that they need time to prepare a response to your questions, ask for an extension to the
public hearing process. Do not be bullied into accepting a "done
deal". It is reasonable and customary to ask for additional materials at a public hearing. Local governing boards must honor these
requests, especially if the questions raised are clearly applicable to
the project under consideration. If they do not grant your request
for an extension to the hearing process, you can usually invoke an
appeal within ten to twenty-one days, depending on the nature of
the governing board.
Never, never, never raise your voice, lose your temper, or become emotional or threatening at a public hearing! Boards do not
respond favorably to this kind of behavior, and it may cause them
to rule in favor of your opposition. This is especially true if you
appear to be unreasonable. It is best to present your case in a
calm monotone. Be clear, accurate, authoritative and non-threatening.

The Paper Trail
As you make your way through the public hearing process,
make certain that you document in writing all communication
with the project's proponents, the governing boards and political
figures. Establish a meaningful copy list that includes all of those
who might help you to meet your objectives. This copy list can be
a very effective tool. Sometimes the information included in a correspondence will have a more significant and desireable effect on
those on the copy list than it has on the individual or agency to
whom the original is sent.
I know of a major project that would have endangered water
and wildlife resources in New England. Although that project was
initially supported by local politicians,it was stopped stone cold
dead in its tracks by a single letter written to a state regulatory
agency. Actually, it wasn't the original letter that went to the
agency that did the trick; it was the copies of the letter that went
to the planning, health and conservation officials in all the adjoining communities. These communities would have been adversely
effected by the project. In less than six months the project's proponents were driven out of town by the very politicians that had
initially supported the development, all because of the pressure
that was being applied to them by their political counterparts in
the neighboring communities.

Associations
Establish contact with other groups and individuals that share
an interest in your river.
Local watershed associations can provide important information about a specific river and its resources. They usually have
maps, USGS data, and other data that may come in handy. They
can be an invaluable source of ammunition that you can use during your presentations at public meetings. But make sure you get
your facts straight and document your sources. Inaccurate infor-

American Whitewater

mation can do more damage than no information at all, especially
if it destroys your credibility. Intelligence gleaned from local watershed associations is usually accurate and will be respected by

local authorities when you cite it.
Regional conservation authorities are also important contacts.
These may include local conservation commissions, planning
boards, district water commissions,state land use boards and
other state authorities that have jurisdiction over river resources.
Get to know these people and learn how their authority functions. Delineate what role they will ultimately play in determining
the fate of your favorite river. Start by asking questions. Most of
these people will be more than happy to assist you, as long as you
are polite and professional. It is their job to remain impartial and
to serve the public interest. As a whitewater grassroots activist it
is your responsibility to gather as much information as possible
and to represent the boating community with dignity and intelligence. By maintaining good relations with public officials you will
generate additional sources of information and support. If you
have a good rapport with these individuals, you can accomplish a
lot while w o r m behind the scenes.
Colleges and universities can often provide technical expertise, particularly those that are located within the watershed that
is of concern to you. Graduate students may be looking for
projects to help them secure advanced degrees. For instance, biology graduate students might be interested in water testing or
ecologic monitoring, engineering students might be interested in
doing hydrologic evaluations, while business and economic students might generate information regarding the financial implications of a proposed development.
Since many academic types are pro environment, they may be
willing to donate their professional time and expertise pro-bono.
In fact, a surprising number of boaters are scientists, scholars or
lawyers. If you cultivate these acquaintances, they may be of great
assistance in your efforts to protect a river.
'

Politics
It is important to consider the role that local, regional and
state politicians will play in determining what happens to your
river. I haven't met too many politicians that wouldn't sleep
with Satan's ugly twin sisters, if it meant that they would pick
up two votes come election time.
But there really are a few politicians who genuinely care about
the environment in general and river conservation in particular. It
is important to identify these "guys in white hats" early on and to
let them know who you are and that you will support them, if and
when they need your help.
AU politicians, good or bad, are driven by public opinion. So, it
is important to keep your political advocates well-informed about
local river issues. By arming them with up to date information you
can help them fight the developers and dam builders that would
like to steal our whitewater and ruin our rivers.
Of course most of these commercial interests will have much
more money and time than you to devote to their project. Your political contacts and clout can help you level this playing field; they
may, in fact, be your last line of defense. No politician will support
a pE6ject if it is going to cost him or her an election. It is impokant
to monitor your political contacts at all times and to be prepared
to provide gentle pressure when necessary.
Like all of us, politicians want to look good and to be heroes. If
they actually do some good along the way, so much the better.
You can help make your favorite sons and daughters heroes by
educating them... by providing them with accurate data and hard
facts. If you make them look good in a conservation battle, you
stand to win big time.
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You Can Make a Difference
It doesn't take a lot of time or expertise to become a grass
roots river activist. A lot can be accomplished by working together
with a small group, using a little common sense, and understanding the mechanics of the process. Before long your knowledge and
experience will grow; you can be an effective advocate of
whitewater resources, without becoming a full-time environrnental professional.
Time is a precious commodity. All of us would rather spend it
on our favorite river than at some boring public hearing. But un-

less we all do what we can, our whitewater resources will diminish
with each passing year, as more and more of our rivers are lost to
developers, dam builders and polluters.
The good news is that most public hearings are at night and
most of us don't paddle in the dark. So keep an eye on those legal
notices in your paper, and, when the time comes, drag your buddies out of the local pool hall and head for meeting site. Remember, the river that you save may be your own!

Tallulah. Gorae
" ... Georoia Power initiates
recreational study... motives questioned.
photo by Ken Wigington
,

As this article goes to Press, the mood
among river conservation advocates
inside the Beltway is one of "fadug
euphoria". Hopes were sky high
immediately after the election of one
extremely green politician (A1 Gore)
and theappointment ofanother (Bruce
Babbitt) to a key spot. Soon after the
inauguration, the upper echelons of
several agencies became infested with
card-carrymgenvironmentaladvocates,
includingsome who previously worked
on river conservation issues, sendmg
hopes even hgher.
Now, most of the new personnel to
be making key decisions affecting rivers are firmly installed in the Department of the Interior, the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). As they
struggle to learn the ropes, it is becoming evident that change will not
come so quickly and surely as many
starry-eyed river conservationists had
hoped.
American Whitewater
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First of all, the problems are much
too complex and the challenges much
too daunting to be overcome by the
appointment of a river conservationist
here and there in the Federal government. Second, in one key agency
(FERC), no river advocates were appointed by the new admirustration. Finally, river conservation is way, way
down on Bill Clinton's priority list as
the W t e House battles to maintain its
focus on the economy, the deficit, and
jobs.
The best news on appointments is
probably Dan Beard. An arch enemy of
subsidies benefiting big league western
adbusiness
water users when he
worked for California Congressman
George m e r , Beard is now running
the Bureau of Reclamation (BuReC).
Beard will be a true culture shock for
the Bureau which has traditionally catered to every whim of the "water buffaloes". Among the many items on the
Bureau's agenda is the Anirnas LaPlata
project. Beard's appointment, together
with policy changes initiated by his
boss, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit,
and budget constraints throughout the
Federal government, should radically
reduce the chances that the lower
Anirnas River will be sacrificed to build
a $640,000,000boondoggle.
In another key appointment, Chuck
Fox, who was running the hydropower
relicensing program for American Rivers, was made special assistant to EPA
Administrator Carol Browner. Fox is in
a position to help with numerous water
quality issues affecting river ecology as
well as strengthen the hand of States
and EPA in the Clean Water 401 permit which occupies a critical part of every hydroelectric project licensing process.
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Canoeists, kayakers and river conservationists also occupy other potentially powerful positions in government
offices inside the beltway. David
Cottingham (a canoeist) is in the Environmental Policy Office of the White
House, Kevin Sweeney (former public
affairs director for the Patagonia Company) is with Babbit at Interior, and
Dan Reicher (kayaker and former
NRDC lawyer) is at the Department of
Energy.

FERC APPOINTMENTS
DENOUNCED
On the downside in the appointments game, despite a fierce and relentless campaign by river preservation
advocates to have a pro-environment
type appointed to FERC, no one with
environmental credentials made the final cut. Four new FERC Commissioners were appointed by President
Clinton and confirmed by the U.S. Senate in early May, but none of the four
have any environmental expertise. Few
river advocates agreed with Senate Energy Committee Chairman, Bennett
Johnston when he pronounced the four
appointees, a "Dream Team". All four
appointees, Bill Massey, Don Santa,
James Hoecker, and Vicky Bailey, are
natural gas experts or utility rate
wonks. None have any knowledge of
rivers, recreation, fisheries, or fresh water ecology, and only one even has any
background in hydropower.
American Rivers denounced the appointment of FERC commissioners
without environmental concerns or
knowledge. It signalled that "business
as usual" would continue at the agency.
In the aftermath of these appointments, American Rivers, strongly
backed by AWA, recommended that
the hydropower functions of FERC be
transferred to an agency which has expertise in water and environmental issues. So far, however, no one in the
Clinton administration or the Congress
has shown any interest inreorganizing
FERC.
Hydropower interests continue to
fight for an exemption from the
President's BTU energy tax proposal,
but, fortunately, the bill was reported
out of the House tax writing comrnittees with no exemption for hydro.

m..

and other outdoor wear, announced
that it would be buying advertisements
in Oregon and Maine newspapers, the
New York Times, New Yorker magazine
and other magazines to urge the removal of obsolete dams in Oregon and
Maine. Patagonia's owner, Yvonne
Chouinard, a kayaker and the major
benefactor of American Whitewater's
River Defense Project, considers the
Washington's Nisqually River. City of Tacoma support of environmental causes to be
denying access. Photo byRich Bowers
an "earth tax", giving something back
to the environment. Since 1984,
River conservationist have their fingers Patagonia has dedicated 1 percent of
its sales (between $120 and $150 milcrossed that the existing bill will keep
the tax on hydro, but the bill still has a lion) to environmental causes.
long way to go. The hydro industry has
been largely blocked by environmentalists from influencing this legislation or
other Clinton administration policies.
PENDING
In a speech to the National HyCongressman Larry LaRocco's bill
dropower Association in April, former
(H.R.
233) to include Idaho's North
Senator James McClure admonished
the hydro industry to become more ac- Fork of the Payette in the national wild
and scenic riverssystem is still awaiting
tive in politics and to form coalitions
with other groups on issues of concern. hearings as are Senator McConnell's
bill (S.250) to designate 194 miles of
the Red River downstream of W w a y
746 and Senator Bingaman's bill
BUDGET BATTLES
(S.375) to add an additional 12-mile
The budget battles now underway
segment of the main stem of the Rio
inside the beltway will also affect many Grande in New Mexico.
river recreationists, particularly in the
Three new pieces of legislation have
west. Legislation is moving in both the been introduced since the last issue of
House and Senate to impose hgher
the Journal. Congressman McInnis infees on almost everyone using public
troduced a b d (H.R. 1356) to include a
lands, includmg recreational users.
portion of the Gunnison River in the
Free campsites will just about disapnational wild and scenic rivers system.
pear from the national forests and inThe segment would stretch from the
centives will be bult in for the Park
upstream boundary of the Black CanService and the Forest Service to put
yon of the Gunnison National Monumore personnel into fee collection jobs ment down to the confluence of the
at parks and forests where user fees
North Fork of the Gunnison.
are now authorized but not being colSenator Boren introduced s.592 to
lected.
provide a 3-year moratorium during
New fees will also be imposed on
which no dams or other water projects
commercial tour providers in national
could be built on rivers which States
parks. Commercial river outfitters are
ask to have administratively designated
the only group exempt from these new as Federal wild and scenic rivers under
fees. Clearly, the commercial river rec- an obscure provision (section 2(a) (ii))
reation industry knows that it pays to
of the Federal wild and scenic rivers
have a good lobbyist inside the
Act.
beltway.
The third and biggest recent rivers
bill, H.R. 1584, was introduced by the
most pro-river politician now in office
PATAGONIA LAUDED
anywhere in the nation, Nick Rahall of
West Virginia. Rahall's bill would exIn a recent effort to lntluence decipand the boundaries of the New River
sions inside the beltway affecting rivers, the Patagonia Company of Ventura Gorge National River, expand the
boundaries of the Gauley River NaCalifornia, makers of kayak clothmg
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tional Recreation Area, expand the
boundaries of the Bluestone National
Scenic River, designate an upper segment of the New River in West Virginia
as a wild and scenic river, mandate a
study of the Elk River for wild and scenic status and force the national park
service to provide exclusive private
boater access to the Gauley River at
Woods Ferry on river nght.
Rahall's bdl would solve the problem
of illegal private boater access at Panther Mountain and Bucklick by movlng
private boaters to a legal - but less
desirable - location.
The more serious problems associated with commercial raft access, however, remain unsolved. Road-building
by commercial raft interests within the
boundaries of the Gauley National Recreation Area is continuing unabated.
Two new roads were built in 1993, one
by Class VI at Canyon Doors and one
by ACE at Pure Screaming Hell. Each
of the more than 20 outfitters now running the Gauley seems to feel the need
to protect their access opportunities

by building separate roads.
One river conservationist, an original member of the Citizens for Gauley
River, remarked that "when the outfitters finish with the Gauley, there will
be so many roads that the map of the
National Recreation Area will look like
somebody threw a plate of spaghetti at
it".

SALT CAVES' DEMISE
Recent river news from far outside
the beltway has generated
someexcitement in the river conservation community. The Oregon court of
Appeals has upheld the State's denial
of a Clean Water section 401 permit
for the Salt Caves project on the Klamath River. This decision, together
with the fact that the governor of
Washington has asked the Congress to
designate the affected section of the
Klamath a Federal wild and scenic
river suggests that the Salt Caves
project is finally on its deathbed.

RIVERSPORT
213 Yough Street
Confluence. PA IS424

(814) 395-5744
One of the top whrtewater schools In the
country Riversport offers a safe yet
challenging experience for f l n t tlme beginners
as well as experts
Fnendly lnstruaors small classes excellent
equipment and a beauttful nverfront camp
combme to prov~dethe perfen settlng for
learnmg whttewater skills Students are
carefullr placed tn small classes according to
skdl lerel paddllng Interest and age We
guarantee your sat~sfactlon Ask about bur
spei~alcllnlcs and group rates

IKayak Chile I
Kayak trips for experts only. with no rafts to wait
for. Run the Bio-Bio while the proposed dams
remain unbuilt. Then go on t o the legendary waterfalls of the Fuy and the giant, clear waves of the
Futaleufu. Run more whitewater and see more of
Chile than you can any other way. Call now t o
reserve your choice of kayak model and departure
date, and t o receive further information and a list
of all past participants, (who have come from nine
different countries,) so you can confer with some
of them. Sport International, 314 N. 20th St.,
Suite 300, Colorado Springs, CO 80904 USA.
719-520-1784. 800-779-1784. FAX 719-630-1892.
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The Ultimate

CLASS V
GUIDEBOOK
This Book Includes...

- A coast-to-coast parade of extraordinary rivers
- Complete trip logistics and descriptions

And There's More...

- Hilarious misadventures and stunning photos by
renown river runners.
A peek at the cutting edge of paddlesport today..!
-Richard Penny, author
The Wzitenmer Sourcebook

+

Order today: Send $13.95 $2 s/hto Swiftwater
Publishing Co.,PO Box 3031, Portland, OR 97208
Dealer Inquiries: 50312923756
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leader in whitewater instruction since 1972, MKC
offers highly personal instruction from Beginner to Expert
levels in both kayaking and open canoeing. Located on the
Madawaska River, we provide all the comforts of a vacation
resort. And better yet, our rivers are clean, warm and uncrowded. Weekend and 5-day courses.
Box 635 Barry's Bay Ontario KOJ 1BO
Summer: (613)756-3620 Winter: (613)594-5268
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descents EVERYWHERE-just waiting for us. Get down here!"
The distant voice on the phone was
coming from Costa Rica; a West Virgmia-sized country that possibly
cradles more whitewater rivers per
square mile than anywhere on earth.
But, sadly, when I received that call, I
could not respond. At the time I was a
destitute student drowning in graduate
school, preparing myself for a life of responsible conformity.
But the intrigue of paddlu-g the
tropics continued to haunt me for
nearly a decade. Finally, I persuaded
three of my kayaking comrades to join
me on a trip to Central America. Unfortunately, my Costa Rican connection
had long since fallen in love, married a
TKO(as Costa Ricans call themselves)
and returned to the States. No longer

could I rely upon someone else to deal
with all the annoying details.
Well prior to the date of our departure, we started to research and plan
our Costa Rican adventure. The idea,
of course, was to maximize the time we
would spend on the water. But our efforts were only marginally fruitful; in
fact, we couldn't even track down a
road map of Costa Rica. We found a
few books in our local library that advised us to get tetanus shots and not to
lick poisonous tree frogs in the jungle,
but these were the most helpful snippets of information we could glean
from them.
And so, with paddles and insect repellant in hand, we naively stepped off
the plane and scanned the horizon for
a river. For ten years I had envisioned
dark, steamy jungles full of mosquitoes,
centipedes, deadly snakes, fearsome
crocoddes and other vile creatures
waiting to feast on me. But Costa Rica
turned out to be a bit more hospitable
than that.

piled in. Th~stwo wkeel
drive box on wheels
hauled us, our perpetually
wet gear and four kayaks
over rugged mountain
roads that would have
challenged even the most
macho of monster trucks.
It was only when we returned the mghty
Vanette that we bothered
to read the disclaimer,
whch warned that t a m
the vehcle off the pavement would result in a serious penalty andlor
death! As always, ignorance was bliss.
Mark White negotiates the Rio Chippiro
Fortunately, one of our party spoke
fluent Spanish. So, on at least a thousand occasions, Jeff (a.k.a. El Hombre)
had to ask a series of seemugly stupid
but important questions.
"Where are we? Where does t h s
road go? Where is the river?"
Practically every river we paddled
Thank God the Ticos were perpetu- merited a Two Thumbs Up/ Five Star
ally friendly and eager to help. The
Rating. Consider, for example, the &
treated us hke eccentric Gringos with
per Pacuare. The guide book sugmore money than common sense. Intui- gested that only the most skilled and
tive people, those Ticos.
determined paddlers should attempt
During our travels in Costa Rica, we this run. Numerous unemployed raft
eventually collected three sets of road
guides, who had never actually seen
maps. This allowed us to cross referthis segment of the river, warned us of
ence the ever nebulous directions. The "certain death". One kayak guide from
rural roads were absolutely devoid of
West Virginia told tales of mega-porsignage, except for those that encourtages and gut wrenchug waterfalls.
aged all literate adults to drink Coca
One of our party was so disconCola and smoke cigarettes. We chose to certed by these admonitions that he
forgo the latter, but we indulged in
decided to forgo the run.Instead he
plenty of the former... mixed with dark spent the day as a "guest instructor" in
rum at the end of our fine days on the
a local one room schoolhouse, discussrivers.
ing life in the good old Estados Unidos.
Because there are no road signs
HE pupils were quite surprised and
and because several villages in one area disappointed to learn that Batman is a
may be known by the same name, the
fictional character.
Multiple Map Navigational System is
Meanwhde, we discovered a prisrecommended to all Central American
tine, boulder filled river that featured
River Seekers. But when it comes to
perfect "read and run" Class IV and V
travehg about in the crowded, chaotic rapids. The warm, green water
capitol city of San Jose, maps wdl do
tumbled over a few Class V+ drops,
you no good. Only a lot of luck and a
which we found to be challenging, but
Damn the Torpedoes attitude wdl allow manageable. The Upper Pacuare was
one to survive the maze of confused
reminiscent of many of the rivers in
streets and kamikaze dnvers.
California's Northern Sierras... but it
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was even more heavenly.
The river lies nestled in a
deep gorge that is covered
with lush, almost impenetrable foliage. Exotic
trees dangled over the
emerald pools, danghg
thirsty vines more than a
hundred feet into the water.
The Lower Pacuare
offered another 16 mdes
of tropical ecstasy. The
150 foot Heucas Falls was
just one of a dozen that
spilled into the river from
the surroundmg jungle,
while azure butterflies as
big as blackbirds lazily
fluttered amidst the orchids and other exotic
blooms.
We spotted several local fisherman
crossing a hangmg footbridge that reminded us of the one in Indiana Jones.
They beckoned us over to the
riverbank so that they could inspect
our plastic boats and graphite paddles.
They seemed perplexed by our wdhgness to trifle with the river- one
which they regard as physically and
spiritually dangerous.
Near the end of the Lower Pacuare,
we floated through one of the world's
most spectacular canyons. In awe we
reched in our boats, trying to absorb
the absolute beauty and perfect purity
of the place. And then, like a cold slap
in the face, we saw the cables and drilling platforms... scars from the feasibility studies for a proposed 267 meter
hydroelectric dam. If this project
comes to fruition the world class
whitewater of the Lower Pacuare will
be drowned, along with Indian villages,
waterfalls and rare tropical wddlife
habitat. Addmg insult to injury is the
fact that the power generated will be
sold to users outside Costa Rica.
The enormous variety of wildlife in
Costa Rica fascinated us. On a typical
run we spotted Jesus Christ lizards, prehstoric iguanas, river otters and tropical
birds of every hue and shade. I had one
disappointment,however. I had hoped
to see monkeys frolicking in the forest
canopy, but had to settle for a single pathetic road kill near the Rio Sucio.

Like many kayakers, for years I've
been telhng my loved ones that my
sport of choice isn't really all that dangerous.
"Driving poses more of a threat.
Honest!"
Well, in Costa Rica, that statement
is anythmg but an exaggeration! The
windmg mountain roads are steep, narrow and garnished with bottomless
potholes and overloaded produce
trucks. A rapid on the Reventazon
River bears the moruker "Land of a
Thousand Holes", but the name more
accurately describes most one mile
sections of Costa Rican hghway.
Once behind the wheel Costa Rican
drivers developed an enchantment
with death. Overcrowded busses
blithely passed speedmg banana trucks
which were, in turn, passmg four petrified American paddlers in a Vanette.
All this on a b h d curve!
Near head on collisions seemed to
be an everyday fact of life and were casually shrugged off. The roadsides
were festooned with tiny shrines and
crosses that eulogized Ticos who perished whde in the line of driving.

Near the end of our tropical
whitewater adventure we camped at
the headwaters of the Sara~aaui
River. That rught a constant barrage of
raindrops pummeled our tents. It was
still raining in the morning when we
loaded up on rice and beans. It continued to rain as we made our way to the
put-in.
Once there, we took shelter from
the torrent under the hatchback of the
trusty Vanette. We scanned the sky;
there seemed to be no end to the deluge. All around us the saturated jungle
was pumping carrot colored tributaries
into the Sarapaqui. In the twenty rninutes it took to unload our gear the already swollen river rose another two
meters.
Needless to say, there was some
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concern about the effect t h s extra flow
mght have on the 135 feetlmile river.
But, after all, were not we men of the
West? Had we not ridden the Big Waters before?
And so, buoyed by the Force of the
Leaping Bobo Fish (a supernatural
charm we had acquired earlier in the
trip), we shunned the prudent option
and hit the water.
Slidmg our boats into this tremendous current was like jumping onto a
moving frelght train. Thundering holes
and explodmg haystacks whirred by as
we rode this two hour, fifteen mile
class I11 and IV rolliclung roller coaster.
We located the take-out entirely by
chance; but once again, the Bobo Fish
led us to good and wondrous thmgs.
Jeff spied a cluster of thatched roofs,
so we edded out to access our location. The simple huts were actually
part of a respectable hotel. And, there
was a bus stop located conveniently
just across the street.
We hauled our kayaks ont the hotel
grounds, shed our p a d m gear in
front of the bewddered guests, and retired to the veranda for chilled
cervezas and a seven course meal.
During our feedmg frenzy we watched
the local residents- iguanas, toucans,
golden tails and iridescent hummingbirds- gomg about their tropical business. Then, as Jeff shuttled by bus, the
rest of us lounged away the afternoon,
sipping sweet black coffee in the
shade. Such is a paddler's life in Costa
Rica.

Costa Rica is a paddler's paradise
for boaters of all abilities and levels of
experience. Accommodations and food
are good and very inexpensive by
gringo standards. Even nearly irnpoverished river burns from the States rise
into a lofty socioeconomic class once
within the borders of Costa Rica.
The best time for whitewater paddlmg in mid-October through late November. Flows are dependable during
this time and there is relatively little
rain. General vacationing, bird watching, volcano viewing, beach combing,
surfing and, dare I say it, flatwater canoemg can be successfully accomplished year round.
Before leaving for Costa Rica call
the definitive whitewater outfitter, Rio

1993: Our 29th year under the same ownership & management

QUALITY, DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

MOHAWK'S NEW VIPERS
WINNER 1992 OPEN CANOE NATIONALS
Men's Short Boat Slalom Royalex Class.
Two high performance whitewater playboats that experts will love, but
forgiving enough for many novices to paddle. Extremely dry, quick to
accelerate, superb maneuverability and beautiful styling. Steep creeks,
big water, side-surfing, tight technical rivers - THESE BOATS DO IT ALL.
NOTED PADDLERS CHOOSE VIPERS!!!
"The Viper 11 has greater control, better acceleration and gets me
into smaller eddies than any boat I've ever paddled. "
- David "Psycho" Simpson (Steep Creek Pioneer)
''The most agile playboat I 've ever paddled. ' '
- Jeff Richards (Winner 1992 Ocoee Rodeo)

OUTFITTING BUILT AND
DESIGNED BY FRANK HUBBARD
Thigh Straps L a c i n g K i t s Saddles K n e e Pads
Now Available In Kfl Form -

-

Separately or Factory Installed in Mohawk Whitewater Playboats

MODEL
VIPER 11

VIPER 12

12'6"

XL11
XL 13
XL 14

11'4"
13'3"
14'3"

27.25
29
30
32.5

DEPTH
15.50
15.50
15
15.5
15.5

XL 15

15'4"

35

15.5

LENGTH
11'6"

BEAM
26.25

flzahwk h a

- 963N. Hwy. 427, Longwmd, R 32750, (407)834-3233, Fax (407)834m92
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APPROX. WT.
44

49
45
55
60
65

In areas where we do not
have dealers, we will ship
Royalexcanoes direct-

I Complete your whitewater library with an AWA publication

AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory
Edited by Pope Barrow, $15 book/$7 disk ($2.90 postage)
*Revised listing of every whitewater river
nationwide
*River maps for all U.S.rivers
*Includes mileage, access points, ratings

The Rivers of Chile
By Lars Holbek, $5 ($1 postage)
*A guide to more than 20 Chilean rivers

Rivers at Risk-The Concerned Citizens
Guide to Hydropower
By John D. Escheverria, Pope Barrow and Richard
Roos-Collins; cloth $29.95&aper $17.95 ($2.90
postage)
*A study of whitewater's most serious threat

AWA Safety Codes
1-99 $.25; 100-199 $20; over 200 $15
*The original criteria of boating safety

Send payment to A WA, PO Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464

I1

[

I

New Logo, SS only, Grape or Forest $15
AWA River Caps: $10 (postage $1)
AWA License Plate Frames: $5 (postage $1)
AWA Embroidered Patches: $2

I

I

I

the first SELF-BAILING
all inflatable catar
First made for video boats on the Tull River
has
in Australia in 1986,the SWREDDE~
been built and & power-tested ever since. A
great way for an experienced river runner to
introduce a novice to GOOD water! They are
stable yet responsive in big HO
, & fast in flatwater. Two experienced paddlers can stretch
their limits...hole punching and
e are committed to
does not mean
HEAVY .........the
SHREDDER rolls
up into a compact
18"x 28"!The cross
tubes & raised floor
eliminate the need for
a bulky frame. Have
been used as guide
boats on raft & ducky
trips...made entirely in
Pennsylvania.. .....98%
domestic content!
tyl1

.....

mtlNDtlRD FEmURES

.....

nilNDilRD MODEL SPECS
length = 12'4"
color = black

width = 58"
weight = 35 - 54 ibs
tube diameters available = 18.5~~,
20**,
2111
neoprenelnylon

PRICES RtlNGE FROM $980.00 a UP

t would only take five seconds,
but I'd be thinking
- about it all
U summer.
Late June. Cool mountain evening
with the hght filtering through
Whiteoak Falls, the last cascade before
h t e o a k Creek drops into the upper
Nantahala River in western North
Carolina. The creek was only two kayaks wide, yet it featured the kind of waterfall that tourists stop to photograph.
The falls dropped forty feet, almost
vertically, in two broken, snarly tiers.
Most of the water went left, piled
against the dark chff wall in a startling
slide, then continued the final twenty
feet to the shallow bottom pool. The
right side was rocky, scrappy and more
difficult, with little flow for paddling.
"A cliff lubed with water," a friend
had called it. Until recently the paddlers in the area had looked, but never
attempted it. There were demons.
Death. Paralysis. Enough to keep
most everyone's boats on their cars.
But waterfalls have always pulled
at powerful depths in the human
psyche. Early American landscape
painters never tired of paintmg Niagara
Falls, and the Japanese always had
those thin ribbons of water hanging
from cliffs in Sumi paintings. Lao-Tse
talks of waterfalls as manifestations of
the Tao, and the poet Wdliarn Carlos
Wibms compares the falls on the
Passaic River to a man's passion.
For years Wluteoak Falls seemed
the powerful embodunent of the mental, physical and spiritual limits of paddling in our small comer of North Caroh a . The edge of our paddling world.
Then, in the winter of '89, a local
expert ran it successfully. Suddenly,
like the brealang of the four minute
mile, others started seriously asking
themselves if they could do it too. Finally, one evening in late June, two
friends, John and Jeff, headed up to
Whiteoak Falls give it their best.
There were four of us who went
along to watch. We clambered over the
wet rocks as John and Jeff paddled
slowly down the creek and pulled their
boats onto the shore in the calm pool,
overhung with rhododendron, just
above the falls. They paused and
stood, looking down. It was like an image from a film.
Quiet. Almost slow motion.
"We could see someone die today,"
I remember another friend whspering.

John and Jeff were both experts,
two of the best paddlers in the east.
They had rolled the dice many times
and, at worst, come up with only a few
scrapes, cuts and bruises. They were
the equivalent of Ted Williams poised
just out of the path of a hundred rmle
an hour fast ball, O.J. Simpson crashmg
toward a huge lineman, or, in a metaphor I prefer, St. George facing off
against the dragon.
I knew that John did not consider
the run overly risky. Earlier, he had
explained to me how he had made the
decision to run Whiteoak. He was
twenty-elght and had been raft guidmg
on the Chatooga River since he was
twelve. Sixteen years spent on difficult
rivers. There were some things that
these years of paddling told him he
could control. First, he knew that
Whiteoak had been run before by another expert boater. Second, John
knew that he could make all the particular moves. For John, these were
the rational elements in his decision.
But he admitted that there were irrational elements as well... food for the
demons. Who you were with, how you
felt and whether you were afraid to die.
These three elements, along with the
two rational ones, could determine the
outcome of this, or any other, dfficult
paddling challenge.
My other friend, Jeff, was just out
of college. His experience did not go as
deeply as John's, but he seemed to lead
the charmed life of the young. I had
watched him tackle a m c u l t stretch
of water once. He bounced smoothly
past all the holes, like a puppy. He was
known for paddling old, used boats
that he'd pick up for practically nothing. For m t e o a k he had chosen to
borrow an old Hydra Dragonfly, a design most would consider too long for
waterfall jumping.
John and Jeff worked their way
down the cliff face and stood with us,
charting their routes. John decided to
take the more rocky nght side, pointing
to the exact spot on the shallow, water
covered ledge where he intended to
land after the initial twenty foot drop.
His hand fluttered past that spot and
continued to describe his route to the
pool at the very bottom. It looked impossible to me.
One wrong move on the approach
and he faced what he acknowledged to
be the greatest risk of this kind of padAmerican Whitewater
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ding, a "hghimpact injury", one which
could lead to a compressed vertebral
disk or broken ankles.
Jeff said he would choose the left
route, the side where the water piled
up against the cliff.
A friend of mine had taken his boat
to the top of Whiteoak Fall several days
before and pushed it off, curious to see
which route it would follow. It had
gone left and disappeared at the bottom.
John and Jeff started back up toward
their boats. Steve Liebig, another friend
who was along, headed down to the
bottom of the waterfall to set safety.
He was silent and serious as he worked
his way over the rocks in his Tevas. car-

Of the great r e u o u s traditions that
maintain that we leam from the
journey, the hardship, the dragons and
devlls that we meet along the way. The
supreme paradox... in order to gain
your life, you must lose it.
Above me, twenty feet closer to
heaven, were two friends in kayaks getting ready to drop over a big cliff padded with about a hundred fire hydrants
worth of water.
John went precisely where he said
he would go. It took five seconds. We
watched as the Noah Jeti he paddled
came down the left side, hit hard in the
first shallow pool, corrected slightly,
and took the second drop. From where
I stood I could tell that it had ended
successfully by the look on Steve's face
below. He smded and held his throw
rope high in a ritual sign. For John, this
dragon was dead.
Jeff watched and waited. Finally,
he shook his head.
"Not this home boy," he said.
We all turned and walked away, assuming that he would shoulder kus boat
and head up the path to the county
road. Minutes later, as we piled into
the cars, Jeff paddled out the bottom of
Whiteoak Creek, the nose of his Hydra
crushed by the impact at the base of
the falls.
He wasn't hurt. The young buck
had called upon all his magic charm,
confronting his dragon a1one.l

by Mike Fentress
photos by Walt G a m

-
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irst descent mania
swept through
California dur

ing the late seventies and
early eighties. During that memorable era nearly all of the
whitewater runs that "rational"
boaters would consider "reasonable" were explored. Only a few

virgm runs remained and it
seemed that most of these posed
&ficult logistical problems.
Nonetheless, with the assistance
of his trusty Piper Comanche, my
paddllng buddy, Walt Garms, still
manages to come up with
unsuhed challenges.
When he discovers one, the conversation usually starts like this.
Walt: "Found a run you might be interested in."
Me: "Oh, yeah. Where is it? In the
Sierras? North or South?"
Walt: "Urnrnrn... Can't seem to remember...."
You see, Walt and I are good
friends, but he's real wary of those
sneaky first descent bandits that lurk or
our p a d m frontier. So the details are

never revealed until I commit myself,
agreeing to rendezvous at some convenient airfield, and swear to absolute secrecy.
So it was in May, two springs ago. I
picked up Walt, his kayak and his breakdown motorcycle at the Davis airport.
Being clever, Walt has cut his little
Yamaha frame in two, so he can fit it into
his plane. He reassembles it by bolting
the two halves together. Walt also removes the passenger seats from his plane
when he prefers the company of his
kayak.
From Davis we drove up into the Sierras toward our target for the day, Canyon Creek.
Canyon Creek is a tributary of the
North Yuba hver, entering below Highway 49. The lower section of the North
Yuba is infrequently paddled, because,
not far below Highway 49, it empties into
the New Bullards Bar Reservoir. This necessitates paddling several miles of flat
water to reach a take-out. As a consequence, few boaters even know that Canyon Creek exists.
In the first hght of morning I peered
out of the comfort of my van to see Walt's
sleeping bag encrusted with frost. Ice
crystals, dislodged by the brisk wind from
the pines towenng above, sparkled in the
air. They were illuminated by the only
rays of the sun we were to see that day.
By the time I had kicked Walt awake, the
sun was obscured by the lowemg clouds.
And so we set out to complete our first
task of the day- finding the take-out.
It wasn't long before we discovered
the first hitch in our plan. The road that
Walt had spotted during his aerial reconnaissance was too steep and muddy for
my Toyota van. And, even though Walt
assured me that he would be able to locate the take-out from the level of the
river... after all, he was only going 180

miles an hour when he flew by it ...,I insisted that we hike in a c o n f i its existence. It was 6 a.m. when we started this
1500 foot descent to the river. (Yes, we
had an altitude watch.)
When we had confirmed the location
of our "finish h e " , we hiked back up to
the van, stashed Walt's motorcycle and
initiated phase I1... findmg the put-in.
After an hour of bouncing along
roads, we discovbadly eroded lo=
ered the next hitch in our plan. The
road to the put-in was covered with
snow. So was the next alternate route.
We finally located another road that traversed high above Canyon Creek, but the
steep mountain wall precluded us from
seeing the river itself.
Already two precious hours had
passed and we still didn't know if their
was adequate water to make the run. Finally, we elected to bushwack 800 feet
down to the level of the water without
our boats to evaluate t,he flow.
To our dehght, we were beckoned by
500 cfs of cold, clear water pouring over
a gorgeous river bed. Enthused, we
scrambled back up the mountain to the
van and untied our boats.
At this point I've got to tell you
that Walt and I are not exactly neophytes
to exploratory boating. But, before we
started back down the mountain, we
both admitted to some serious foreboding. We were facing t.en miles and 1850
vertical feet of Canyon Creek and three
additional rmles of the North Yuba. We
knew from the topos that several miles at
the beginning and in the middle of Canyon Creek featured a relatively low gradient. But that meant that each of the
other two segments of the run would
challenge us with gradients of more than
200 feet per mile.
But Walt assured me that from the
cockpit of his plane, the creek looked

"fnendly", that it didn't "gorge up". As
avoid an overmght bivouac. Finally we
Walt later explained, "Experience is a
just dealt with each difficult rapid in the
valuable t h g . It teaches you to recogway which seemed most expeditious, einize a mistake the next time you make
ther by runrung it or portaging it. After
it."
nine solid hours of hard-core expeditionWe paddled a couple of nules of deary boating, we reached the confluence
lightful, yet powerful, class N before we
of Canyon Creek with the North Yuba.
hit the first gorge. Talung the lead, I
We estimated that we made about
promptly back-endered in the serpentwenty portages. It was almost dark.
tine approach and flushed upside down
Canyon Creek maintained its
under a three foot thick Ponderosa Pine
nasty demeanor to the
that was jammed across the s" '
chasm. I managed a roll just :
stream of what would inevital
have been a pin across a
rocky channel, one t,hat
terminated with a long,
nasty undercut.
I bolted into the last
chance eddy and climbed
out of my kayak to collect
myself. Meanwhile, Walt was
having problems of hs own,
spinning around while trying
to avoid my dubious route. F
managed tb take out above the
tree, then he crawled out onto
the log to see if I was okay.
We portaged the remainder
of this chasm and, after this rude
awakening, we proceeded with a
heightened sense of urgency and
Canyon Creek as scouted
caution. We encountered one claLSS
I i bv olane - cerfainlv looks C ,
V and VI rapid after another. One
innocent enough irom this pe&
rthug about Canyon Creek soon became
California River - 'Pioneer Mike
painfully clear: it was out to get us! The
Fentress,Photos by Walt Garms
rapids were steep, very techrucal, and
there were a lot of rocks in all the wrong
But we had traversed an incredibly
places.
beautiful and remote wild place. The
Many of the drops were blind and we
only signs of human encroachment had
had to scout constantly. It was very cold,
been a few trails and stashes used by
so we moved as quickly as possible. By
gold miners.
mid-afternoon we reached an easy secAt its confluence with the North
tion; we knew then that we were about
Yuba, Canyon Creek appeared to have
half way. Only 900 more vertical feet to
about 700 cfs. The North Yuba more
descend!
than doubled in size thanks to Canyon
We pushed on, stopping to wolf down
Creek's contribution.
Powerbars and gorp only a couple of
We quickly paddled the remaining
times wMe portaging. Most of carries
three miles to the side stream that
were made at river level, but on three
marked our take-out. Now it was really
occasions we had to climb up, traverse
dark; I mean absolutely dark. Luckily,
along a gorge, then belay one another
Walt has better night vision than me,
and our boats back down the river level
and after we crashed up the slimy creek
uslng our throw ropes. Sometimes the
bed for a couple of hundred yards, he
effort that a portage would require and
spotted the road. We shouldered our
the hazards involved seemed to outboats and began the two mile, 1500 verwe@ the risk of running a rapid, so we
tical foot climb out of the canyon.
would just grit our teeth and paddle on.
We did okay for the first half mile,
This "no gorge" run of Walt's sure
but then we were reduced to counting
seemed to have a lot of gorges to me.
steps. Every five hundred feet or so we
We were frantically raclng against
would drop our boats and rest. By the
the impendmg darkness, determined to
time we were half way up the mountains

1
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we were both ridmg waves of exhaustion
and experiencing rmld hallucinations.
We made it. to the top after 11 p.m.
It had been a very long day. We had
climbed down more than 3000 vertical
feet. We had climbed up more than
3000 vertical feet. We had descended
over 1850 feet through two segments of
class V and VI whitewater. Either of
these segments alone would normally
have taken a day to paddle. We had
been scrambhng for about 18 hours on
Powerbars and a couple of handfuls of
gorp.
Now it was midrught. And we still
had to negotiate the-shuttle.
Now. Walt and 1 are both well
educated And reputedly bright, but I
still can't figure out why we had
stashed Walt's clothes and the two
motorcycle halves in three different places. But considering the
course of the day, it came as no
surprise to me that it took us an
hour to find all the pieces in the
sub-freezing gale. Since Walt
was the only one astute
enough to stash dry clothes,
he had to do the shuttle. Even so,
n't adequately dressed; his
hands were covered with wet underwear and baggies. His parting words
as he pulled away were less than encouraging.
"I hope I can find the van," he muttered dubiously.
Once he was gone there was nothing
for me to do but to bwld a roaring fire.
Eventually I drifted off to sleep, but my
slumber was a restless one. I was worried
about Walt. I had just about given up on
hi,but ,at 2:30 a.m., he came rolling in.
When I opened the door of the van; I discovered that he was still so cold that he
was shivering from head to toe.
When I fmally dropped Walt off at his
plane, I thanked hun for what seemed to
have been a week of boating. In fact it
had been a single day.
But Canyon Creek wasn't finished
with us yet. About three weeks later all
the skin peeled off palms of our hands, a
delayed reaction to-our exposure.
Don't get me wrong. My purpose for
writing this story is not to encourage an
one to attempt Canyon Creek. In retrospect it seems to me that the dangers
and hardships greatly outwelgh the ben
efits.
Ny advice is this. If you want to se
Canyon Creek take a hike.
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The BWA National Paddlin~- Film Festival
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lnlcnl wa, 111 creale lhc u l l ~ n i a l c
-

presents
The Gauley Festival
Whltewater Video Show
Stop by the Pavilion and see the winners of the 10th Annual National
Paddling Film Festival. And some of our favorites from past Film Festivals.
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Cl Wavesports
Cl Glitter Lids Helmets

DURABk&+2450 JONES RD.
LENOIR CITY, TN. 3
(615) 986-9387
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BRO
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We supply kayaks, guides,
food, accommodation, tents
and transport within
Australia.

For experienced
paddlers!

Be among the first to paddle
the raging whitewater of
tropical North Queensland.
More exhilarating
whitewater than you would
normally experience in one
entire season!

Leave the freezing winters
and icy waters of the
northern hemisphere behind
- no wetsuits or paddling
cags required here in tropical
North Queensland.

PNP Padded Thigh Straps $28.95
PNP ABS Grunch Kit
$27.50
PNP 314 In. Knee Pads pr $5.95

Paddle the untamed torrents
among pristineWorld Heritage
rainforest, some of the most
isolated and inaccessible
whitewater on earth.

CANOEING
KAYAKING
BACKPACKING

Contact us today to learn
more about this wild and wet
tropical holiday of a lifetime!
For complete details, contact:
EXPLORE KAYAK
Bodo Lenitschek
P k 61 70 32 1468
.Fax: 61 70 32 2248
P.O. Box 53, Manunda,
Cairns, Q. 4870, Australia.

Extensive product line featuring
Mohawk, Mad River, Infinity,
Extrasport, Norse, Sawyer,
Bob Foote, Eureka, Technica,
and many more.

&
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Free Shipping Most orders
See cataloa for details

Call or write for catalog

I

PADDLE & PACK
OUTFITTERS, INC.
P.O. Box 50299
Nashville, TN 37205

1-800-786-5565

Don't be sticky...

---

Let $20 find a hole in your pocket-.*$
The A WA is fighting to save our whitewater
resources. You can help. Your $20 membership fee is funneled directly into our effective
river conservation actions. Plus--every
member receives a bi-monthly subscription
to American Whitewater,..the best semiprofessional whitewater magazine in the world!

- --*+
wKk
-%.

Join the AWA today and receive American Whitewater at home
Yes, I want to join the AWA and receive a subscription to American Whitewater. I've enclosed my tax-deductible
contribution of $20.00 ($25 Canada, $30 overseas) to help conserve our whitewater resources and promote river safety.

I would like to make an additional contribution to AWA's Whitewater Defense Project as indicated below.
AWA membership dues ..................... $20.00
WDP contribution .............................. $Total amount ......................................$-

How would you like your Optional contribution used?
Conservation (including Hydro and Access issues)
SafetyI would be interested in working as an AWA volunteer.

Remember - you can contribute to the AWA conservation program through the Combined Federal Campaign, CFC #0839
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The editorial staff of American Whitewater carefully reviews all
material submitted for publication. We are particularly interested
in receiving full length feature articles, conservation and club news,
articles pertaining to whitewater safety and short, humorous
pieces.
Articles should fit our established format; that is, they should be stylistically pattered to fit into our Features, AWA Briefs,
Conservation Currents, Safety Lines, Big
Swims or End Notes sections. Exceptional
photographs and whitewater cartoons are
also welcomed.
If possible articles should be submitted
using Wordperfect 5.0 on a 5 114"single
sided flexible disc. Please use the standard
Wordperfect default settings; do not alter
the margin or spacing parameters. Send a
printed copy of the article as well.
Those without access to a word processor may submit their articles neatly
typed and double spaced.
Photos should be submitted in the
form of color or black and white prints.
Keep your originals and send us duplicates
if possible; we can not guarantee the safe
return of your pictures. If you want us to
return your pictures, include a self addressed stamped envelope with your sub-

mission. If you have slides, it is best to
have prints made and to mail these instead.
Because we publish in black and white,
photos with a lot of contrast work best.
American Whitewater Feature articles
should relate to some aspect of whitewater
boating. Please do not submit articles pertaining to sea kayakmg or flatwater. The
best features have a deffite slant... or
theme. They are not merely chronological
recountings of river trips.
Open the story with an eye catching
lead, perhaps by telling an interesting anecdote. Dialogue should be used to
heighten the reader's interest. Don't just
tell us about the river... tell us about the
people on the river... develop them as characters. Feature articles should not be written in the style of a local club newsletter.
If you are writing about a commonly
paddled river, your story should be told
from a unique perspective. Articles about
difficult, infrequently paddled or exotic riv-
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ers are given special consideration. Feature stories do not have to be about a specific river. Articles about paddling techniques, the river environment and river personalities are also accepted. Pieces that incorporate humor are especially welcome.
Don't be afraid to let your personality
shine through and don't be afraid to poke a
little fun at yourself... and your p a d d m
partners.
Profanity should be used only when it is
absolutely necessary to effectively tell a
story; it is not our intent to intentionally offend our more sensitive members and readers.
Please check all facts carefully, particularly those regarding individuals,government agencies and corporations involved in
river access and environmental matters.
You are legally responsible for the accuracy
of such material. Make sure names are
spelled correctly and river gradients and
distances are correctly calculated.
Articles will be edited at the discretion
of the editors to fit our format, length and
style. Expect to see changes in your article.
The American Whitewater Affiliation is
a non-profit volunteer organization; the editors and contributors to American
Whitewater are not reimbursed.=
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FACTORY FRESH MODELS
We Cany ALL Major Brands
Huge Indoor Showrooms-Open Year Round

Aluminum rowing frames. camp
kitchens, dry boxes and tables.
Achilles & SOTAR inflatable boats and
FishRite aluminum boats & sleds.
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World Cham~sto Coach
U.S. Paddlers
Perception, Inc. has announced that Richard Fox and
Myriam Jemsdmi Fox will assist in coaching US.
whitewater slalom athletes this
year. Richard Fox was a Men's
Kayak Slalom World Champion
four times over and Myriarn
Fox was a Women's Kayak Slalom World Champion.
Richard Fox began his US
coaching with the Nantahala
Racing Club from March 17-29,
covering the junior training
camp, and the Nantahala
Spring Race and Ocoee Double
Header. The Foxes will be in
Colorado from May 28-June 7
for the Champion Whitewater
Series in Vail and Durango.
They will also coach juniors
with the cooperation of Bal-

ance Kayak School and Four
Corners Marina.
Richard will return to
coaching in August for three
days on the Main Payette River
in Idaho, in conjunction with
Tom Long of Cascade Outfitters and Idaho River Sports of
Boise.
Richard will also be racing
in several competitions in the
US. "We're thrilled to continue
our relationship with Richard,
as he epitomizes good sportsmanship, fantastic athletic ability and professionalism", said
Risa Shimoda Callaway, Marketing Director at Perception
and AWA President. "He has
shown a tremendous rapport
with both juniors and our team
members."H

3
,

dl
Richard Fox shows his championship form.

Presents
Whitewater Dancer II
This video has it all! Underwater
rolls, the 89 Worlds. Rodeos.
Hot waveandhole surfing, Class
V wipeouts, Tunes by World
Famous Fiddle Master Papa
John Creech! HI-FI stereo 55 Min.

OUTFITTERS
STORE CATALOG

How to Organize a Successful RlverlOutdoor Cleanup
Entertaining and informative. Of special interest toclubs. Get
involved. CLEAN UP A RIVER. HI-FI stereo 18 Min.
~ i ~ h l l ~ofh the
t s Grand Canyon '90
Get into The Grand Canyon. See the big drops and an
innertube run of Lava Falls. With wild tunes.
HI-FI stereo 43 Min.

EVERYMING YOU NEED FOR
WHITEWATER PADDLING,
WE MAIL ANYTHING FROM A PAIR
OF NOSECLIPS TO A KAYAK.

Highlights of the Upper Yough, Gauley, Russell Fork and
Big Sandy
See all these runs on one tape, with hot tunes.
HI-FI stereo 43 Min.
How to Modify a Sabre
All you need to know to turn a Sabre into the hottest plastic
playboat in the world! With action footage and outrageous
tunes. HI-FI stereo 49 Min.

I1

To get your copy(s) in VHS just send a check or money order
for $19.95 each plus $4.00 postage and handling to:
SURF DOG PRODUCTlONS
12 Freedom Drive, Collinsville, CT 06022, 203/693-8750
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Separate
Events for
Open and
Closed Boats

The 1993 National
Whitewater C h a m ~ i o n s h i ~ s
will be held on the Deerfield
River in Charlemont, Massachusetts on September 17-19, 1993.
This will be the first time a race
of national scope was held on
the Deerfield.
The event was awarded to
the New England Division of the
American Canoe Association by
the U.S. Canoe and Kayak
Team's National Slalom and
Wildwater Committee. The
races will feature both canoe
and kayak racing in two divisions, slalom and wildwater.
The slalom championships wiU
take place on September 17-18,
while the wildwater competition
will occur on September 19.
Five classes will be held in
the slalom division, men's K-1,
women's K-1, men's C-1, double

C-2 and mixed C-2. Each boat
will be given two runs through
a series of 25 gates, with penalty points assessed for touching or missing a set of gates.
Whitewater slalom was recently
approved for inclusion in the
1996 Atlanta Olympics.
The wildwater competition
will consist of a 3.5-5 kilometer
run down the river with the
fastest time determining the
winner.
The 1993 A.C.A. O ~ e n
Boat National Cham~ionshiws
will also be held on the
Deerfield on July 7-9. Paddlers
can choose between racing and
recreational classes in both slalom and downriver combined
events.
The open boat slalom races
will take place on the section of
the river known as Zoar Gap

Rapid, rated class 2-3. The
twenty-five gate course is being
designed by John Berry and
John Kazimierczyk. The downstream open boat event will begin approximately three miles
upstream and will include the
Zoar Gap Rapid.
The open boat event is free
and open to the public. Volunteers are being recruited to
help with gate-judging, timing,
scoring, registration, etc. by the
New England Division of the
ACA and Zoar Outdoors.
Information on the
whitewater event (closed
boats- September) is available
from Karen Blom at (413) 339401018566. Information on the
open boat event (July) is available from Jeff Dickson at (203)
6934793.1

Everyone Deserves a Taste of

Southern
Fried
Creekin'
This video is 45 minutes of extreme paddling
on some of the South's most outrageous creeks
and rivers. Features the Tellico, Watauga,
Overflow Creekthe Whitewater, the Toxaway,
and forbidden Mystery Creek. Paddlers include
Dave 'Psycho' Simpson, Nolan Whitesell, Forresl
Callaway, Ruse Krlllmnr, and Kent Wigington
The video climaxes with &st descents of Triple
Falls and 50-foot Coon Dog Falls on Mystery
Creek. Music and narration add to your enjoyment of the unbelievable action!

a

Wetsuits
Paddle Jackets
Lined Jackets
8

Economy Suits

8

Paddle Pants
Throw Bags

8

Sprayskirts

8

Paddlemitts
Backstraps
Booties

Send $26.95 plus $3.00 shippinglhandling to:

a.,.,

"I*.

Trod"mllol

Gentry Video Productions
646 Deer Creek Trail
Hoschton, GA 30548

Box 3155
Boulder, CO 80307

(706) 654-2725
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WHITEWATER RODEO OLYMPIC BOUND????
Whitewater rodeos have traditionally
been laid back, informal affairs, designed primarily to provide a weekend's worth of fun.
For the past decade these rodeos have
served as a meeting place for hot dog
whitewater enthusiasts anxious to show off
their newest tricks and to establish bragging
rights. Of course, the very best boaters have
often captured some great prizes and both
local and national organizations have
benefitted from the events. But, up until
now, the whitewater rodeo scene has been
less structured than the old, established
whitewater racing scene.
Now, all that seems to be changing. The
organizers of the rodeos are increasingly espousing professionalism. And quite a bit of
money is being raised at the rodeos for a
number of regional, nonprofit river conservation groups, as well as for the American
Whitewater Affiliation.
At the same time, the rodeos are becoming showcases for elite athletes. Whether
their origins lie in the creeking, racerhead or
squirt whitewater communities, the competitors at the rodeos represent whitewater

boating skill par excellence.
The National Organization of Whitewater
Rodeos (NOWR) was organized in 1990 to
attract attention to the rodeos spread geographically across the nation. NOWR has
also helped to solicit corporate sponsorship
and insurance for each event. By banding
together the sponsors of the rodeos have
been able to augment what each could have
achieved on their own.
Now in it's third year, eleven events
compromise the NOWR schedule, and over
one thousand paddlers are expected to compete in NOWR sponsored rodeos this year.
With coverage in the local media and increasing awareness of whitewater rodeo
among volunteers and spectators, it is not
surprising that new events have recently
been spawned in the state of Washington,
Ontario, Japan, England and Germany.
Cynics ask, "Why promote events that
just crowd up the rivers?" NOWR members
answer that whitewater rodeos represent a
positive, fun-fdled way to promote awareness of the need to protect our rivers and
that the best rodeo performers truly are

Wilderness Kayak Expeditions
Fly-Ins and Day Trips
Rentals, Instruction
Raft Supported Trips

WHITEWATER OUTF
n
IERS

(&me

!W-349-4588
3732 Encore Circle
Anchorage, AK 99507

great athletes who deserve the opportunity
to win recognition. After all, they retort,
"What does beach volleyball and synchronized swimming have on w tewater rodeo?"
This year, for the first time, a US. East
and US. West Tear are being established to
compete in the 1993 World Whitewater Rodeo to be held October 16-17 on the Ocoee
River in Tennessee. Participation in this October World Rodeo will be limited to team
members representing their respective countries. Over one hundred athletes representing at least a dozen nations are expected to
participate. Some of the toughest competitors will be Jan Kellner and Sandra Schmidt
from Germany, Andy Middleton and Shawn
Baker from the U.K. and a group of Japanese
squirt boaters that Jim Snyder has nicknamed the Thrill Seekers.
The US. West Team Trials were held at
Bob's Hole (actually Joe Bob's Hole, since
Bob's Hole was washed out). The East Team
Trials were held at the Ocoee Rodeo on June
5-6.
Having recently joined forces with the
American Canoe Association, NOWR events
will now be sanctioned by the International
Canoe Federation, the governing body
whose support is required to request Olyrnpic participation.
This year whitewater playboating will be
receiving increasing media coverage through
s
venues such as MTV sports, ETV, S ~ o r t 11lustrated, Self, and Men's Health. NOWR is
determined to diffuse the perceived
trendiness of whitewater rodeo with evidence that the sport is maturing into a energy-filled visual experience that both outdoor fanatics and couch potatoes alike could
enjoy watching.
And... if all goes well... perhaps they
Olympics...in "08!"
For more information on NOWR contact
Risa Shimoda Callaway, p.0. box 375, Denver, North Carolina 28037. Details on the
World Rodeo can be obtained from Susan
Gentry, 252 Deer Creek Trail, Hoschton,
Georgia 30548, or in the next issue of American WhitewaterM

Alaska
--

Specializing in canoe instruction and guided
canoe trips o n Interior Alaska River
Box 81750, Fairbanks, AK 99708

(907) 479-5183

(215)
r o r d u ~622-0966
rr~
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Leaping Lounge Lizards
C/O Rick Norman
3437 E. Green St.
Pasadena, CA 91 107
Ledyard Canoe Club
Box 9
Hanover, NH 03755
Lehigh Valley Canoe Club
P.O. Box 4353
Bethlehem, PA 18018-0353
Lower Columbia Canoe
Club
1714 SE 52nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97215
Meramec River Canoe Club
c/o Earl Biffle
26 Lake Road
Fenton, MO 63026
Merrinlack Valley Paddlers
CjO George May
157 Naticook Road
Merrimack, NH 03054
ADK Geneser Chapter
d o Jerry IIargrave
47 Thorpe Crescent
Rochester, NY 14616

Arkansas Valley
Whitewater Club
P.O. Box 593
Salida, CO 81201

Runners
P.O. Box 6563
Macon, GA 31208

ADK Schenectady
C/OMike Sherin
12 Van Bn~mmelLane
Ballston Spa, NY 12020

Atlanta Whitewater Club
P.O. Box 33
Clarkston, GA 30021

Chicago Whitewater Assoc.
CjO Marge Cline
1343 N. Portage
Palatine, IL GOO67

Badger State Boating
Society
C/O Karin Papenhausen
918 E. Knapp #5
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Chota Canoe Club
P.O. Box 8270
University Station
Knoxville, TN 37916

Beartooth Paddlers
P.O. Box 20432
Billings, MT 59104

Club Adventure
do Adventure Quest
P.O. Box 184
Woodstock, VT 05091

Birmingham Canoe Club
P.O. Box 951
Birmingham, AL 35201

Coastal Canoeists Inc.
P.O. Box 566
Richmond, VA 23204

Adobe Whitewater Club
P.O. Box 3835
Albuquerque, NM 87190
AMC Berkshire Chapter
C/O Mike Zabre
34 Russell Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
AMC Connecticut Chapter
cJo Jan Larkin
151 Hamilton Drive
Manchester, CT 06040
AMC New York
C/OTrudy L. Wood
41 W. 96th St., Apt. 3C
New York, NY 10025
AMC S.E. Mass.
d o Mark Klim
49 Record Street
Stoughton, MA 02072
America Outdoors
P.O. Box 1348
Knoxville, TN 37901
American Swan Boat
Association
C/OGlen F. Green
312 Duff Avenue
Wenonah, NJ 08090
Appalachian Paddling
Enthusiasts
d o YMCA
P.O. Box 60
Erwin, TN 37650

Bluegrass Wildwater
Assoc.
P.O. Box 4231
Lexington, KY 40544
Boat Busters Anonymous
2961 Hemingway Ave.
Oakdale, MN 55128
Buck Ridge Ski Club
P.O. Box 179
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Canoe Club of Greater
Harrisburg
CjO Mary Klaue
R.D. 1, Box 421
Middleburg, PA 17842
Canoe Cruisers
Association
d o Mac Thornton
322 10th Street SE
Washington, DC 20003

American

Colorado Rocky Mtn.
School
CjO Bob Campbell
1493 Rd. 106
Carbondale, CO 81623
Colorado Whitewater
Association
P.O. Box 4315
Englewood, CO 80155-4315
E. Tennessee Whitewater
Club
P.O. Box 5774
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-5774

Indianapolis, IN 46208
Housatonic Area Canoe &
Kayak Squad
CjO E.J. McCarthy
RR 380-A
West Cornwall, CT 06796
Huntsville Canoe Club
P.O. Box 16105
Huntsville, AL 35802
Idaho State Outdoor Pgm.
c h Ron Watters
Box 8118, ISU
Pocatello, ID 83209
Kansas City Whitewater
Club
C/O G. Rebecca Stark
5600 Kenwood Avenue
Kansas City, MO 641 10
Kayak & Canoe Club of
Boston
C/O Peter Coaan
Box 123
Putney, VT 05346
Kayaking I-IV
d o Schumacher
471 Hagemann Dr.
Livermore, CA 94550
KCCNY
C/O Pierre De Rham
P.O. Box 195
Garrison, NY 10524

Foothills Canoe Club
P.O. Box 6 3 1
Greenville, SC 29606

Keelhaulers Canoe Club
CjO Jane Allinson
375 Erieview
Sheffield Lake, OH 44054

Garden State Canoe Club
do Tony Baroni
RR 2, Box 8704C
Milford, PA 18337

Lansing Oar & Paddle Club
C/O Jay Hanks
P.O. Box 26254
Lansing, MI 48909

Metropolitan Canoe &
Kavak
P.O. Box 021868
Brooklyn, NY 11202-0040
Minnesota Canoe Assoc.
P.O. Box 13567
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Missouri Whitewater
Assoc.
C/O Dale Brown, President
5576 Pershing Avenue, #11
St. Louis, MO 63112
Mohawk Canoe Club
15 Andrea Lane
Trenton, NJ 08619
Nat,ional Park Service
Upper Delaware S&RR
P.O. Box C
Narrowsburg, NY 12764
NORS
d o Mary McCurdy
Box 6847
Colorado Springs, CO
80904
Northwest Passage
1130 Greenleaf Ave.
Wilmette, IL 60091
Ontario Voyageurs Kayak
Club
P.O. Box 41
Adelaide Post Office
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2H8
Canada
Outdoor Adventure
Program
Bldg. 2807
Mt. Home AFB, ID 836485000

AFFILIATES
Outdoor Centre of New
England
10 Pleasant St.
Millers Falls, MA 01349
Ozark Wilderness
Waterways
P.O. Box 16032
Kansas City, MO 64112
Paddling Bares
P.O. Box 22
Milltown, NJ 08850-0022
Perception Kayak Club
C/O Perception Inc.
1110 Powdecwille Rd.
Easley, SC 29640
Philadelphia Canoe Club
4900 Ridge Ave.
Pikes Peak Whitewater
Club
d o Sarah Dentoni
610 North Cascade #G
Colorado Springs, CO
809033229

Rhode Island Canoe
Association
CjO Dave Hevner
254 Bailey Woods Road
Brooklyn, CT 06234
River Rendezvous
P.O. Box 888
Telluride, CO 81435
River Touring Section
Sierra Club - Angeles
Chapter
C/O Dave Ewoldt
9624 Saluda Avenue
Qunga, CA 91042
Roanoke County Parks &
Rec.
CjO Bill Sgrinia
1206 Kessler Mill Road
Salem, VA 24153
Sequoia Paddling Club
P.O. Box 1164
Windsor, CA 95492
Sierra Club Loma Prieta
CjO Dave Kim
3309 Oxford Lane
San Jose, CA 95117

Sierra Club RTS
C/O Lynne Van Ness
159 Southwind Drive
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

M a d River Runners
P.O. Box 24094
Winston-Salem, NC 27114
4094

West Virginia Wildwater
Assoc.
P.O. Box 8413
S. Charleston, WV 25303

Sierra Nevada WW Club
C/O Charlie Albright
7500 Gladstone Drive
Reno, NV 89506
SookaneCanoeandKavak
~iub
P.O. Box 819
Spokane WA, 99210

U. of Maine at Machias
Library
9 O'Brien Ave.
Machias, ME 04654

Western Carolina Paddlers
C/O Chris Newcomb
Route 1, Box 522
Candler, NC 28715

University of Tennessee
Canoe & Hiking Club
2106 Andy Holt Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37996-2900

Wildcat Canoe Club
d o Michael Ranstead
3425 E. 106th St.
Camel, IN 46032

University of Utah
Outdoor Recreation
Program
Building 420
Salt Lake, UT 84112

Willamette Kayak & Canoe
Club
P.O. Box 1062
Corvallis, OR 97339

Texas Whitewater Assoc.
P.O. Drawer 5429
Austin, TX 78763
Three Rivers Paddling Club
C/O Barry A d a m
811 Smokey Wood Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
Toledo River Gang
C/O Mike Side11
626 Louisiana Avenue
Penysburg, OH 43551

Viking Canoe Club
P.O. Box 32263
Louisville, KY 40232

Zoar Valley Paddling Club
C/O David W. Brown
1196 Cain Road
1 Angola, NY 14006

Waterline
C/O Irv Tolles
36 Bay Street

AIRE uses the latest technology and innovative
design to build high performance craft that are

six models of catarafts, six rafts, three inflatable
kayaks and two sea kayaks in a variety of colors.

TECHNOLOGY+DESlGN+CRAFTSMANSHIP=AIRE

AIRE leads the way i
and so should you.
P.O. BOX 3412, BOISE, IDAHO 83703 (208) 344-7506 FAX (208) 345-1856
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WANTED
TO PURCHASE

PADDLE COMPANY

Existing canoe livery
andlor rafting
outfitter. Contact:
Daniel Sherr
249 Munsee Way
Westfield, NJ 07090
(908) 232-3129
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P O Box 209

S~r~n.field O R 97477
so; (747-5272)
Toll-Free Order L ~ n e1-800-223-7238

WHITEWA TER
CANOE & KA YAK PADDLES
with proven

performance you demand
durability you want
value that makes $ sense
Call or write for information & outfitters in your area:
RD 1, Spring Mills, PA 16875
814-422-8844

(
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drrtnn and waterfall jumping. An extella choice lor
women 8 ~mallerpaddlen, {teep ueek expertr,
and beginnenof every grade.
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Mail Order Business
& Store
For Accessories
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New Wave Waterworks
2535 Roundtop Road
Middletown Pa. 17057
Phone (717)944-6904
Phone (71 7)944-6320
Fax (717)944-0422

FREE CATALOG

The Hurricane redefiner the

I
?
!
!

hull and wide low volume Itern. Rerirtanrf free spinning,
inrtantaneour enden and unbelievable edge tontrol make
thir the ultimaterodeo hole and wave ~urfingboat.

Elemen8 ofthe Prijon adwntage:
High performantein wtry ddign
R e v o l d ~ a mattrial
v
and mnirFdftaring p101eiKI: HTP PI
The rtronfert p!a$tk tyflalled by none
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For a Free (ataloq Contact:

WILDWASSERSPORT USA, IUC.
PO Box 4617, Boulder, (0 80306
PHONE: (303) 444-2336 IFAX: (303) ~ u - t l f ~

NEW '93 CANOE

HELMET VISOR SYSTEM
--

I

-

-

Send $12.50 Check or M.O. to SALAMANDER
P.O. Box 2895, Seal Beach, CA 90740
Or check out your local Paddle store.

The Rapid Solution to your
shortboat dilemma Shorter,
Lighter & Quicker

I

T H E SOURCE FOR CUSTOM
BUILT BOATS

READY - TO - PLAY

&A:
;

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Call today or Try a Test Drive at our
Nantahala Outpost

w(/E

4N ?+cfiP<

4@&3=330

~tlantaweekdays
70448-2386Nanfahala River

7780 Chamber Hlll Rd.
Harrlsburg, PA 1 7 1 1 1
S n ~ cati:t-q
S q u ~ rBoats
t

7 17-944-6320

Dealer lnaulrles lnvlted

.*u

23624' M e n Drive,

-

Atlanta, C
A 30341

LEARN WITH THE PROS

-

Our Whitewater Kayak School consists of
a two-day basic clinic. (Further instructions by special arrangements). ACA certified instructors, classroom sessions,
whitewater movies, equipment, shuttles,
wet suits, and plenty of river fun are all
included.
Beginners start on still water, learning
basic skills and paddling techniques.
The second day is on easy whitewater.
FOR MORE INFORMATION. ASK FOR OUR KAYAKING CUNlC FLYEM

CALL US TODAY !
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